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PEEACE

Farm supplies have been purchased cooperatively in

Oregon for over 30 years* This field of cooperative en.
deavor has become a sizeable business with an annual sales
volume of approximately six million dollars.

The rapid development of the supply cooperatives

following 1950 has given rise to numerous problems of

organization and management* In recognition of the need
for basic information concerning the operating methods
rd financial condition of supply associations, the Co-
perative Division of the Farm Credit Administration has

made studies of the supply movement in several states.
A study of the Oregon farm supply cooperatives for the
year of 1933 was carried out by John R. Lister of the
Cooperative Division and the bulletin reporting the
findings of this investigation was released in August,
1955*

Data contained in the present study were obtained
by the writer in a personal canvass of the 62 cooperative
units involved. The splendid manner in which the man-

agers, directors, and employees responded to the requests
for necessary schedule information is deeply appreciated

Mr. W. J. Wilcox of the Oregon Grange Wholesale,

PortlandJr. C. E Banning of the Farm Bureau Cooperative



Exchange, hoseburg; and Mr* 1. 3. Becker of the Greabam

Berry Growers, resham, gave material assistance in
p anning this project and in preparinE field schedules.

Valuable suggestions and criticisms were given in
all phases of this study and report by Prof* E. L. Potter,
sad of the Division of Agricultural Economics; Dr* M. N*

Nelson, Head of the Department of Economics; and Kr* Paul

Carpenter, Extension Economist larketing); all of the
Oregon State College,



COOPERATIVE PURCHASING OF FAR SUPPLIES IN OREGON . 1938

Background of Cooperative Purchasing
in Oregon

The following few pages are devoted to a brief inquiry
into the development of the cooperative purchasing movement

among the farm population of Oregon. Attention will be
focused upon he physical growth as well as the legal faun.
dation of Oregon cooperatives.

HISTORICAL DEVELOPT. Farm supplies were first

handled cooperatively in this state during the year of 1908
as a service division of the Eugene Fruit Growers Associa-
tion of Eugene, an association ordanized primarily as a
marketing cooperative. By 1916 the number of cooperatives

doing a supply business had increased to 4; one of which,
this Farmers Union Cooperative Warehouse of Dallas was dis-
tinctly a supply cooperative.

Development of the movement was slow until the close

Of the World War period; but following 1920 there came a

noticeable speeding up of the cooperative farm supply busi-
ness and by 1926 the number of such organizations had imp

creased to 16, half of which were true feed and warehouse
cooperatives. The spread of the petroleum cooperative

following 1930 brought the most rapid numerical growth of

supply associations with 33 organizations of this type



being set up between 1930 and 1956* An early venture in
the cooperative purchasing of petroleum occurred in Umatilla
County in 1919, but it Wit8 not until 1930 that any real
development was to be noted in this field.

Reference to Table 1 will servo to clarify the above
discussion and to show the relative growth of the three
divisions of the farm supply cooperatives. At the present
ime there are 82 cooperatives doing a sizeable supply busi.

nese and of this number, 21 associations are primarily
marketing oreanizations. The 62 eases studied are divided
into 34 petroleum associations, 14 feed and warehouse
associations, and 14 unclassified associations. This

classification was adopted as indicative of the major lines
of supplies handled and does not by any means delimit the

field of the respective organizations because there is a
great deal of overlapping in kinds of supplies sold.

TERRITORY SERVED. The most rapid development of the

Cooperative movement came in the diversified and thickly

settled Willamette Valley of Western Oregon. With the ex-

pansion of the petroleum cooperative, the movement advanced

rapidly into Eastern and Southern Oregon. At the present
time the only sections of the state without cooperative

supply service of some kind are contained in 6 counties,
2 on the Coast and 4 in the sparsely settled range country
of Central Oregon*
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Only $ associations are attempting to operate in terri-
tories larger than 5 counties one of these associations
conducting a state-wide business by the mail order method

and the remaining 2 operating branches in territories west

of the Cascade Mountains. The great majority of supply

cooperatives are single county units catering to a strictly
local clientele. The map in Figure 1 is a pictorial presen-
tation of the distribution of supply cooperatives in Oregon.

From this map it is clear that the supply cooperative is

limited to the farm nu areas of the state and that the

territory served forms almost a semicircle about the range

plateau of Central Oregon.
INFLUENCE OF REGIONALS. Two regional wholesale co..

operatives, the Oregon Grange Wholesale of Portland and the

Pacific Supply Cooperative of Walla Walla, are operating in

Oregon at the present time and these two wholesale or ni-
illations have 43 affiliates among the 62 associations in-

cluded in this study. These overhead organizations have

confined their efforts principally to the sale of patriot,.
products, hardware, zleetricel appliances, farm ma-

chinery, auto supplies, and other lines affiliated with

these items. It is the function of the regional coopers
tive o serve as the means of carrying cooperation one

step closer to the primary sources of supply through

poeling the purchasing power of the affiliated local
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The movement which led to the growth of the petroleum

associations was already under way when these regionala

were organized, but there can be little doubt that the
regionals have contributed much to the expansion of co...

operative purchasing. The influence of these wholesale
groups has taken the form of actual assistance in the
organization of new cooperatives; the maintenance of field
men who aid the local in sales, accounting, and internal
problems; and at times, the extension of credit by the
regional has been of material benefit to the local. In

addition to these services, the regionals have provided
a cooperative source of dependable goods available at a
reasonable cost. Regional associations have a great op6.
portunity for bringing about further integration and ex
pension of the cooperative movement, but the attitude of
most local associations is that the overhead organization
must not urge the establishment of new cooperatives where
conditions do not justify the ventures. These affiliates
usually consider the real duty of the wholesale organiza-
tion to be service to the local without jeopardizing the
interests of the member associations through unjustified
expansion of either local units or lines of supplies. A

number of managers are adopting a broader view in the above

respect and are realizing that it is very difficult for
the regional to handle only lines which would satisfy all
the locals.



LEGAL BACKGROUND OF OREGON COOPERATIVES, Since 1909

the state of Oregon has provided for the organization of
now.profit cooperative associations under a division of the
State corporation laws, but most of the cooperatives now
doing business in this state are organized under the amended

1915 code. This law provides for all types of cooperatives
and does not refer to agricultural cooperatives exclusively.
Five or more persona may join together to fori a cooperative
and after conforming with the law in respect to the filing
and content of articles of association and by-laws and the
payment of annual license fees, the cooperative association
may conduct business in much the same manner as any general

corporation. however, the cooperative law limits dividends

on stock to B per cent per annum and provides for the
manner of distributinG earnings on the basis of patronage.
The use of the name "cooperative" is limited to association
organized under the provisions of the cooperative statute
and protection for association members is provided by the
section of the law which makes mandatory upon the assock.

tion the issuance of an annual accounting of individual
interest to any member upon request. This accounting is
4 statement of the interest of the member in the net worth
of the organization but the law does not provide that the
member may withdraw this equity upon demand In genera



the cooperative stntute has proved satisfactory and of
the 62 associations studied, only 2 associations remain
under the general corporation law. A..even of the 62 co.

operitivea have been reorcanized one or more tie and
of the 11 so reorg;nized the primary reason ill 10 cases

was to bping the group into compliance with the cooperative
law in technical construction as well as in substance.



Method of Operation

The relative efficiency of a cooperative unit must
depend to a considerable extent upon the methods employed

in conducting the operations of that organization. These

in turn may often be traced In varying degrees to the co.
operative business philosophy of the membership, directors
and personnel. In some cases these ideas of operation are
not based upon past experience in similar lines of business,
but seemingly follow the principle that a cooperative need
not be bound by the common rules of organization and lianage-

ment. Those few associations in which the membership be-

lieves that the organization should be able to operate for
less, sell for less, and always pay dividends have found
all the problems relating to financing, management, and
membership relations increasingly difficult. The most

successful cooperative unite are employing essentially the
some methods of business operation as have been used in

similar private business units.
SUPPLIES HANDLED. An an introduction to the die..

mission of operating methods, we must investigate the vsriet7

and types of supplies handled by hese associations. Table 2

Indicates the frequency with which the various supplies were

handled by the 62 reporting cooperatives. Petroleum products

rid auto supplies lead all lines, primarily because of their



frequency in the petroleum group* Hardware is the third 

item in the listing and is handled by almost two...thirds 

of the petroleum unite and one-half of the food and 

Table 2. Frequency w 
by 62 Oregon Cooperat 
of Associations 1938 

Petroleum.... ... ***** ... 44 34 3 7 
Feed. 

* 
33 13 14 6 

Seed. 29 11 12 6 
"kertilizer 52 13 12 7 

Auto Supplies 43 34 3 6 
Viachinery...... .... **** * 

52 20 7 5 
Hardrere.........m 35 22 7 6 

Oroceries and Dry Goods. 9 2 4 
7 
2 
5 

Orchard Supplies........ 19 
Tlarvest Supplie840....,*. 7 

fairy Supplies.......... 23 
Poultry Supplies....... 20 

Electrical Appliances.... 25 
Building Material. 
Fuel.... ********** 3 

4 Insurance. 
Fop Supplies 
Bee Supplies. 

Wool Supplies. 

10 

h Certain Products are handled 
ng Farm Supplies, by type 

and occupying the next four places, are feed, fertilizer, 
machinery, and seeds The real sicnificance of this tabu- 

lation lies in the indication of the widening fields of 

the various cooperatives. For example, the petroleum 

atmociations starting after 1950 as the so-called "gas 

co..ops" handled few items outside the lines of petroleum 

classified associations* hanking below hardwar in order.. 



products and auto supplies; but with the decreasing margin
in these goods coupled with the desire for greater sales
volume, it has been necessary to branch into new lines.
These new lines have most frequently included hardware,
electrical appliances and machinery. These last mentioned
lines have been classed as "high margin" goods and the 00-
operative has found that it can return a real saving to the
member when he buys such merchandise. There is a tendency
among the petroleum units to add feed, seed and fertilizer
n order to provide a :Dore complete service. The same

nd is found in the feed and unclassified divisions but
less pronounced than in the petroleum group.

Only 9 associations are carryin groceries and dry
goods, and several of these are not at all enthusiastic.
over the prospects in this field. The associations not
carrying such consumer goods are practically unanimous in
the opinion that these goods have no place in a farm a:awl
cooperative. heasons,advanced for this view were based up-

on the low margins prevailing, relative efficiency of pres-
ent private agencies, inadequate cooperative personnel and
the possibility of additional credit problems. The farm

machinery business is being developed rapidly by Oregon farm
supply c000eratives and already a number of these organiza-
tions hold the local franchise from "old linen laachinery
manufacturers. It appears that the supply cooperative hue
an excellent opportunity of developing into a well rounded
business unit providing broad service and substantial
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savings for the membership. The one real danger of 

pansion into too many lines of goods lies In the diffi.0 

culty of providing adequate service at low cost where 

the -volume of sales in each line is not large. 

SOURCES a SUPPLY. Thirty petroleum associations 

reported purchase of 85.8 per cent of their supplies from 

the regional wholesale organizations to which they belong. 

A large percentage should be expected here because all 
petroleum products supplied the local units are purchased 

through the contract of the re6ionals with the oil com- 

panies. This figure of practically 86 per cent indicates 

the important position held by the wholesale organizations 

in the development of a cooperative source of supplies for 

petroleum cooperatives. Table 3 readily shows the lack 

of any regional organization to serve the feed and 

classified associations. Feed cooperatives, where most 

Table 3. Sources of Supply of 56 Oregon Cooperatives 
Bundling rm Supplies, by Type of Association, 1938 

So ce of Supply All Petroleum Feed Unclassified 

ter Per Or Per 
cent cent cent cent 

Regional Cooperatives. 48,7 85.8 *7 9.6 
Manufacturers 25.5 7.0 -40.3 52.5 

Jobbers 21.8 6.4 41.9 37.9 
Local Producers 4.0 .8 16..1 none 
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of the operation is of a manufacturing nature, purchase
most of their grains and concentrates directly from
jobbers and manufacturers, with about 16 per cent of their
supplies coming directly from the local producers* The

unclassified units handle many specialty lines and pur-

chase 6265 per cent of their supplies from the manufactur.

era* Several of the unclassified group are members of

the regionals, as is evidenced by the purchase of about
10 per cent of their supplies from that source*

There may be a gradual increase in regional pur-
chases among the feed and unclassified units as the whole-
sale cooperatives add lines handled by the locals, or
vice versa, but the bulk of the purchases in these di..
vielone Will probably continue to be made from jobbers

and manufacturers. This condition is probable; partly
because of the nature of the products purchased, but
mostly because there is no concerted effort among these
associations pointing in the direction of collective
buying* it appears that several of the feed associations
might profitably pool their orders for concentrates, and
that certain unclassified associations m ght act together
in ordering rsrtilizers and spray; but, thus far, no
group has taken the initiative in this direction.



PRICING POLICY. Contrary to popular belief, the

majority of supply cooperatives are not making a practice

of cutting prices below the prevailin6 competitive levels.

In 39 of the 61 associations repotted in Table 4, the

pricing policy is listed as maintenance of the local com-

petitive price level on similar merchandise. The "cost

03.1101 plan of pricing is used most frequently by the feed

associations where the bulk of the products handled are

manufactured b ho same organization. Several feed co..,

operatives reported that they practically set the price

in theiv territories, and the logical method of pricing

is cost of manufacturing plus a reasonable margin to

Table 4. Pricing Policy of 61 Oregon Cooperatives Handling
Farm Supplies, by Type of Association, 1958

Basis of Price

Competition
Combination of Co

tition and Cost Plus...
Cost Plus
Combination of Compe-

tition and Below Competition
Below Competition

Associations Reporting 61 33 14 14

Petro- Ived Unclassif.
leum lied

operating costs and additicins to reserves. Only 5

units deliberately set their prices below competition and
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least one of these is rying to work back to the com-

itive level. The combination policy is used most ex-

sively in the petroleum division where the retail
price of such lines as petroleum products and machinery
are set by the manufacturer. These units stay with the
established prices where necessary, but do sell several
of the "high margin lines below competition.

The strong preference for maintaining the competitive
price is based upon the belief that better local relations
result and that this system is a fundamental of sound busi-
ness operation. Most associations do not desire to stir
up bad feelings among local businessmen and believe that

cutthroat competition benefits no person or organization.
Pricing in such a manner that the cooperative may build
a reasonable working capital reserve and pay moderate

dividends has proved good business procedure. The earnings

accumulated serve as a buffer in ease of unforseen circum

s ances and the dividends are generally considered a sign

of health, as well as a very effective advertisement of

cooperative benefits. One manager states that his only
advertisement is regular dividends and to pay such
(lends, there must be a fair margin on all sales. As a

group, these supply cooperatives are working out their
pricing plans in a very satisfactory manner and little
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difficulty is being experienced with this phase of
operation*

SALES 1- 1T:THODS. The average supply cooperative has

been reluctant to adopt the sales promotional methods

employed by private business concerns* There is a con-
siderable element among cooperators which believes that

this type of orgenization should not find it necessary
to advertise or actively seek out prospective customers*
This view has considerable merit because there are many

members who always think of their association first, and
to them advertising appears to be an unnecessary expense*

Some local advertising has proved of material benefit to
certain associations, particularly after the association .

has assumed its place among the going business establish..
manta of the community* This advertising and sales pro-
motion has not assumed large proportions, but has been

helpful In keeping the services of the cooperative before
the community at large.

The most frequently used sales method of 61 associa-

tions reporting (Table 5) is solicitation-by the manager
and this means is employed most extensively in the petro-

leum group, The petroleum associations likewise USO

Solicitation by directors and through farm organization
meetings more frequently than either of the other two

divisions* Advertising in local papers was reported in



Table 5. Sales Methods Used by 61 Oreeon Cooperatives

Handling iarm Supplies, by Type of Association 1958

Method

Solicitation by Manager 33
Solicitation by Directors 13
Local Advertising..... 28

1 Farm Organizations 15
Truck Drivers.. 41041,000 11

Field Man.....,...-
'None .. .

28 cases and provided the most important single sales

method of both feed and unclassified associations. Truck

drivers serve as salesmen in 9 petroleum units and this

combination of duties appears to function well in such

organizations. The truck drivers are acting as salesmen

in only one each of feed and unclassified associations.

One reason for this difference lies in the fact that most

petroleum cooperatives provide regular delivery service,

whereas the other two divisions provide such service in

only a few scattering oases. Eine, associations report

that they do not solicit any business and this policy is

most prevalent in the service departments of marketing

organizations. In ma of these marketing cooperatives,

no emphasis is placed upon the development of the supply

department, as such. .Vield men are employed by 8 asso-

ciations and are usually an effective means of solicitation,
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but such specialized help cannot be employed by the smaller

units. In these latter units, the work of a field man

must be performed by the manager and deliverymen as a part

Of their regular duties.
From the above discuesion, it appears that the

average supply cooperative has not found it necessary or

advisable to spend large sums of money in seeking and

retaining patronage. However, most associations report

hat they find a profitable investment in a nominal amount

of strictly local advertising; whether in newspapers,
through a news letter, or by other means. This type of

advertiairv, is not expensive and does serve to keep the

nameand products of the cooperative before the entire

farm population ln the district. Some publicity usually

aids in creating a desire to be associated wlth the metro..
ment involved, and in line with this idea, several man-
agers expressed the view that all Oregon supply coopera-

tives may well combine in a comIlon effort to publicize

the farm supply association. Such action would take the

form of institutional advertising, which would emphasize

the benefits of cooperative action and the place of the
farm supply cooperative in agricultural production, as

contrasted to the ordinary advertising of specific
products offered for sale.



CRELIT PWLICA, The Liost perp1exin6 problem in the

operation of most business is the matter of credit and
cooperative organizations have experienced their share
of difficulty in this line. Lana6ers and directors
report that credit in various angles has led to
many tryin situations so many, in fact, that the present
tenaeacy Is toward strict 50-day credit wherever cash is
riot demanded at the time of purchase* Of the 61 reporting
associations listed Table 6, no special limitations on
the credit privilege Is the practice of 35 organizations
although 5 of this number grant a discount for cash. In
these eaae the manager is charged with the :task of grantin

Table 6. Credit Policy of 61 Oregon Cooperatives nandling
^4:arm Supplies by Type of Association 1956

Credit Plan

Cash, no .. ....
Vary Limited Credit
No Special Limitations..., 50
No Special Limitations, but

Lanagsr Responsible 6*
Credit to Amount of Investment*
i4o Special Limitations, but

Discount for Cash.
Limit Set by Directors.... .. . . .

Associations Reporting 61 65 14

Two managers in this group areGriMT7617177------'
and supervising the credit, but is not financially respon!.
fable for lessee which may result. Twelve cooperatives

10 6

nclassi.
tied

14

15 10



report operation on a strictly cash basis and 8 other
units are operating with very limited credit* The manager

is personally responsible for all credit granted in 6
organisations, and although this responsibility may cause
the manager to be more cautious, it is of doubtful value
In case any larre losses occur. Two of these 6 managers

are operating on a cash basis and are taking this means
of avoiding any possible losses from bad accounts. The

association directors are assuming the direct control of
credit extension in only 2 cases, both petroleum units.
This method shifts some of the responsibility from the
manager and may be a good system if the directors are well
posted on the financial status of the membership, Only 2

associations are attempting to limit credit to the amoun
of a member's equity in the net worth of the business.
This method baa proved an effective moans of avoiding bad

debt losses because of the limitation.upn the amount of
credit granted and the provision for cancellation of
equities to cover the unpaid balances. The above plan of

credit control is used most easily where the association
issues certificates of equity or indebtedness and such
oertificates may be deposited to secure the accounts.

Petroleum associations have most effectively on.
trolled their credit problems according to the compilation



Per
cent

Per
cent cent

23.

or credit periods in Table 7, This group reports that
86,5 per cent of its accounts are on a current basis and
that only .6 per cent of the credit is carried over a
year. In contrast, we note the record of the feed and
unclassified groups where only about 50 per cent of the
accounts are of the current 30.day type and from 2.5 per
cent to 4.1 per cent of the credit rune over a year. This

longer credit period is primarily the result of the suppl

Table 7. Le of Credit Period Reported by 52 Oregon
Cooperatives Handling Farm Supplies, by Type of
Association, 1958

Credit Period All Petroleum Feed Unclassified

Per
cent

activities of several marketing organizations which furnish
the members with supplies throughout the season and collect

for these advances only upon settlement for products

marketed. The credit problem of these marketing units

will be given further attention In the section dealing
with the marketing.purchasing combination.

This moat serious credit problems are to be found in
those cooperatives where the credit policy has been loose

30 days or less 89.3 86.3 55.0 47.1
Over 30 days 30.7 15.7 45.0 52.9
Over 1 year. ****** 1.9 .6 2.5 4.1



over a period of time and the need for tightening of terms

is now being realized. Managers find decided opposition

to their efforts in the direction of credit limitation,
but are finding it necessary to proceed in spite of losing

a few patrons in the process* Bad debts in a cooperative

supply organization dealing almost entirely with its awn

membership are difficult to justify because, in effect,
such losses penalize the member who pays for his Epode.

While some credit is undoubtedly necessary in most associ-

ations, it must be limited in amount and duration and

must be judiciously granted if losses are to be avoided.

The successful operation of those cooperatives selling

only for cash or on definite security refutes the argument

that open credit is an absolute necessity in all modern

business, and the experience of these groups may well

eerie as an example toward which others might point*

DIVIDEND AND RESERVL POLICY. The dividend and

reserve policy of a cooperative association is an impor-

tant element in membership relations, as well as an in-

dicator of operating efficiency and financial soundness.

In the discussion of this subject, treatment of the

material is simplified through separating the two ele-

ments, dividends and reserves.



The basis upon which dividends are declared varies

considerably, but the "percentage of gross purchases
method is most widely used among Oregon cooperatives.

This system has the advantage of simplicity and is the
means of determining the amount of dividends in 23 of

the 60 associations reported in Table 8* Nine units have

refined the gross purchases base into determination am*

cording to purchases in the various departments* The

latter plan is obviously more equitable since it allows
for the varying rates of profit on different classes of
goods* The dividend based upon a percentage of gros

Table 8* Basis of Dividend Deals on in 60 Oregon
Cooperatives Handling Farm Supplies, by Type of
Association, 1938

Dividend Base

Percentage of Gross Pur-
chases....... **********

Percsntse of Purchases
According to Department..

Flat Rate per Unit of
Purchase*

Percentage of Earkup on
Purchases

Combination of Gross Pur
chases and Flat Rate....

Combination of Deplt Pur-
chases and Flat

None on Supply Department..

Associations Reporting... 80 33 14 13



markup appears most fair but involves extensive bookkeepin&

since the. markup on every item purchased must be recorded

in the member's account. In spite of the detailed work

involved, 8 petroleum associations are now making use of

this dividend base* Similar to the percentage of pur-

chases according to department" is the fist rate per unit
of purchase, which allows for varying rates of profit and

is easily computed on such supplies as gas and oil. Eight

associations use this flat rate method exclusively and 5

other groups are using this plan combined with the per-

eentage of gross purchases or percentage of departmental

purchases* Seven marketing cooperatives do not pay any

dividends on the purchases made through the supply deppart

ment* Any earnings accruing from the supply business are

thrown into the reserves of the association and often serve
to increase the return on the products marketed* Several

of these marketing cooperatives are planning to separate
the supply department from the marketing operation, and,

as !I separate accounting unit, it will pay its awn way

and dividends on supply purchases will become policy*

Of the 56 associations reporting the frequency of

dividend declarations, 36 organizations are on an annual

basis which seems to have proved most satisfactory from

the accounting angle* Eight units pay dividends semi-



nnual]. 2 associations pay quarterly and 4 groups pay
monthly. All but one of these last 14 associations are
petroleum organizations in which the dividend computation

comparatively easier than in the feed and unclassified
divisions. This computation is usually easier in the
petroleum association because of the relative ease of
taking inventory at frequent intervals and the use of the
flat rate per unit method of dividend payment. Although

this flat rate dividend may be continued from one period
to the next without alteration, any dividend period of
less than a year greatly increases the office work of the
association* Six cooperatives are using a combination of
the above dividend periods because they have found it de-

rable to set different times of payment on the sales of
the various departments. The wide preference for the

annual dividend is logical because such a dividend may he
declared after examination of the annual financial reports
and computation ia held to a minimum, usually being per-

formed during the slack season from January to !arch.
Cash is the most frequent method of dividend payment

and is used by 28 of the 53 associations reporting in
Table 9. The cash plan is probably the most effective
practice from the standpoint of the patron and can be
used by those associations with adequate reserves and
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Capital* In addition to the necessity of adequate fin-

ancial backing, the association attempting to pay a cash

dividend must be in a good current position at the time

of dividend payment. A few associations have weakened

themselves materially by paying a cash dividend which

practically destroyed their current cash position at the

time,

The certificate of indebtedness or dividend certificate
under a number of different names, usually bearing from

3 per cent to 5 per cent interest, is used by 12 organi-

zations for the purpose of building a working capital

revolving fund, Yost of these latter associations plan

to revolve these certificates in a maximum of five years.

This type of revolving fund is, practically speaking, a

member loan to the business bearing a nominal rate of

interest, ordinarily non-transferable and without definite

maturity. Stock dividends are issued by 5 units and a

book credit is the practice of 4 associations. The stock

dividend is not widely used and several managers report

considerable member resistance to this type of dividend.

The book credit is the same as cash to the member since

it serves to reduce his account or may be used to purchase

goods. One manger of an organization using the book



credit dividend reports that the plan has a tendency to
slow up payment on accounts receivable, because a member

tends to let payment "slide" when he believes a dividend
will be declared to reduce the account. Partial cash
dividends are paid by 4 associations who pay the balance
in stock or certificate of indebtedness.

The tendency in the payment of dividends is toward

the cash dividend, payable annually and based upon de-

partmental purchases. This method is coming to be con-

sidered most effective from the standpoint of both member

and association, and its use is being contemplated by a
number of organizations now operating under other plans.

Associatio
Reporting.

Table 9. Yethods of Dividend Payment in 53
operatives handling
Association 1935

Form of Payment

Cash*. .0 8 17
Certificate o

Indebtedness. ....
Stock....... ...... ****.
Book Credit
Combination. of Cash

and Certificate.
Combination of Cash

and Stock

Supplies, by Type o

31 12

Co.

27

10
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RESEFNE POLICY. The reserve policy of a coopera-
tive is closely related to its dividend policy, since the
method and time of dividend payment have a bearing upon
the need for working capital reserves* kost associations
make use of the valuation reserves, auch as depreciation
and bad debta, as a matter of regular procedure and ade
ditions to these reserves are treated as expenses of
operation, It is when we consider the working capital
reserves that the wide range of practice as between asso-
ciations comes into view. Of the 60 reporting units, 35
groups state that some consistent plan is followed in
regard to maintaining or building the association reserves.
Approximately 50 per cent of the petroleum and unclassis.
Lied cooperatives report the Use of a consistent reserve
plan., and about 65 per cent of the feed division are
following a regular system. Of course, the consistent
plan differs a great deal as between associations of the
three major .divisions, and even among organizations of
the same general classification. A number of the regional
affiliates are makinge ,..actice of retaining the whole-
sale dividend as the regaar addition to the reserve,
Where either the certificate of indebtedness or the stock
methods of dividend payment are in use, the usual practice

.

a to declare the bulk of the earnings in dividends since
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this amount is retained in the revolving or stock

retirement reserve until the association sees fit to
start the turnover, Where the cash or book credit divi-

dend is used, the usual hold-back of earnings is about
10 per cent, but has approached 100 per cent in several
cases during the early development and expansion period.

In order to comply with the cooperative laws of
regon, any association retaininl; all or part of its

earnings without declaration as dividends s.ould main-
tain an accurate record of patron equities in such re-
serves. The declaring of all earnings as dividends, in
any desired form, precludes the need for such records;

because it is to be assumed that the dividends are base

upon patronage and have equitably divided all available

savings. Only 8 of 59 associations report the main-
tenance of such a ledger in which the reserve equities
of all patrons are recorded.

Tbv 25 cooperatives reporting no c nsistent reserve

plan are doing whatever appears to be advisable or neces-

sary at the close of the accounting period. The most

apparent advantage of a definite plan in this respect
lies in the assurance to the patrons that dividends will

not vary greatly under similar conditions. eurther
the association management and directors can plan for



working funds in view of the reserve policy. The iswGab..,

lishment of a definite reserve plan is much easier of
accomplishment after an association has operated over
a period of several years and has established itsel
financially. The majority of the older cooperative
the group included in thiL survoi,are now following a

planned and consistent policy in regard to their oper
sting. cpital rerVe8.



Membership and Directors

Ao single section of this study evoked more interest
among the associations concerned than did the questions
of members1114, and membership relations. Jianagers and

directors alike are deeply concerned over the problem of
maintaining the interest of members in their associations.
This question of membership is of primary importance to
every manager, and constitutes one of the most pressing
and ever-present problems of cooperative management. The

management is concerned not only with making the member

feel ownership, but also must give attention to the growth
of membership and to the most effective division of re-
sponsibility as between directors and employed personne

MELIBEWAlk AWL, FATRJNAGE, The total reported member-
ship of the 62 associations studied was 31,411, or an
average of 507 members per or,canization. :Zat appears that

these 62 cooperatives serve practically 50 per cent of the
farm units in their territories. The problem of member-

ship interest is very apparent when the percentage of in.,
active membership is considered. This percentage of in
active members is over 20 per cent in all three divisions,
varying from 23.6 per cent in the feed croup to 21.3 per
cent in the petroleum group with the average falling a
22.4 per cent. Most of the persons interviewed expressed

'1



be opinion that some means of either bringing these dor.

mint members back into active participation or clearing

the organization of such 'dead timber" should be devised.

This body of inactive members is of little, if any, value

to the association.

Non-member business served to bring the total active

patronage to 30,014, an average of 484 patrons per unit,

and these non-member patrons form a primary source of new

members. Feed cooperatives show the largest percentage

of non-member business with an average of 29 per cent

compared to 8.7 per cent for petroleum and unclassified

ociations and 1, -; 8 per cent for all associations. T'

Table 10. aembership and Patronage of 62 Oregon Cooper*
tives Handling 7rarm Supplies, by Type of Association, 1938

32

Unclassi-
fled

7,672
5,998
78.2

545
61571
91.3

469

averse patronage and average membership per unit are
tabulated in Table 10, and. it is interesting to note that
non-member business serves to more than compensate for

the inactive membership of the feed cooperatives. Petro.

leum associations have the smallest average membership

Al]. Petro.
leum

Feed

Total Reported Llemberehip.. 31,411 10,631 13,108
Active Membership Reported. 24,381 8,364 1Q,019
Percentage Active Members.. 77.6 78.7 76.4
Average klembership ,... 507 313 936
Total Patronage Reported... 30,014 9,159 14,284
Percentage lember Patronage 51.2 91.3- 70.1
Average Patronage 484 269 1,020



and feed associations the largest, the range being from
313 to 936 with the general average standing at 507.

LUBERSHIP SOLICITATION. The solicitation of new
members rests in the hands of association employees in
19 of 60 cases us reported in Table 11 No solicitation

Table 11. Membership Solicitation in 60 Oregon Coopers
tives Handling Farm Supplies, by Type of Association, 1958

14

60 32 14 4

any kind is the policy of 4 cooperatives and it appears
t the petroleum group is most active in campla gning for-

onibership., In the petroleum division members aided
solicitation in 13 of 32 cases reported. A number of

managers stated they were charged with the responsibility
of seeking members but had little time away from the plant
in which to do this work, From the evidence presented,
it appears that the association members could do much

more than at present in the obtaining of new members,

particularly by working through their farm clubs and or-
ganizationsw Field men provide an effective means of

Method. of Solicitation All Petroleum Feed Unclassified

Employees...sm. **** 19
Employees and Members.. 10
Members or Directors. 10
Truck Drivers
neld Men
None 0

'Associations
Reporting *



solicitation but are available only to the larger cooper-
atives, A good man in the delivery service of an o gani-
zation has e fine opportunity to combine solicitation with
his regular duties and a few units are using this method
to advantage

MAINTENANCE 01 ,E:43E4SHIP INTERT, The task of re.
taining the interest of a cooperator in his organization
after a few years of operation is not so simple as might
be assumed. Eany cooperatives have been organized be-
aus° the farmers felt they were not receiving a square

deal from existing arencies. Too often the member has
lost much of his fervor as soon as the real or fancied
Injustice has been corrected, and when the organization
settles down to ordinary every-day business there does
not seem to him to be much advantage in membership. In

several cases, managers reported that their membership

problems could be traced back to pre-organization days
when some "high-powered" orator had promised the people
too much benefit from cooperation.

So long as the business is running smoothly and

everyone is satisfied, it is very difficult to arouse
Interest in the affairs of the cooperative. Six associ-
ations are using dinners, picnics, or shows once or
twice a year in an effort to maintain interest. A few

associations use a plan of holdin6 monthly unit meetings
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in the various localities which they serve.. One cooper.-

ative has bad fine success with the dinner idea and in

recognition of the fact that the average member hesitates
to express himself before a crowd, the manager and di-

rectors prepare a set of pertinent questions concerning
the manarement and policy of the organization and each

member indicates his attitude on the mimeographed form

at the time of the dinner. The response to these ques-

tions has been very good and a similar plan might be

used successfully by other groups who find it difficult
to get a membership opinion. News letters have been

issued more or less regularly by 24 associations and are

reported to be one of the best mediums of acquainting
the member with the operation of his cooperative. These

news letters carry some advertisin6 of association pro-

ducts, discussion of farming conditions and problems,
and items of a local nature which are of interest to the

membership. Farm organizations are used most extensively

as a means of furthering the cause of the cooperatives

in the case of the petroleum group where 15 associations

reported material benefit in Llambership relations through

farm organization meet1n8s. Three feed associations are

cloaely affiliated with farm organizations and one

miscellaneous association reported the use Of this method
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of furthering membership relations*
Another method of acquaintina the member with h

association is the "associate director" plan used by
several Eastern Oregon cooperatives. The essence of this

plan Is the election for one-year tea of associates non-
voting directors in the same number as regular directors
with no re-election for these associate directors. In

this way it is hoped that over a period of years a fair
percentece of members may have come into close contact

with the actual operation of the business. These associ-

ate directors attend all regular board meetings ands
while they do not votes they do see how the organization

is operated* The only difficulty discovered in the plan
lies in the keeping f any confidential information by

such a larce croup of persona. This difficulty may be

avoided through the use of a special meeting attended
only by the regular board when matters which should not

be made public are to be discussed
ASSOCIATIOli DIRECTORS. The number of directors

serving 61 reporting associations varied from 5 to 17;
but the most popular sizes are 5 and 71 wnich are used

7s5 and 16 organizations respectively. There seems

to be little reason or need for a board of over 7
bars in a local cooperative because the larger board



is usually mere unwieldy and slower to take action. A

larger board should delecte most of its authority to
an executive committee composed of a small number of

directors in order that this committee may be easily
assembled and its members made more fully conversant

with association affairs. In 46 of the 61 associations,
directors' meetings are held monthly, and the frequency
of meetings in the remaining 15 organizations ranges

from weekly to annually with 7 units reporting meetings
"on call." The monthly meeting has met with greatest

favor because it allows for an examination of the current
financial position at the close of the regular accounting
periods.

The term of office for directors in 16 of 61 re-
porting associations is one year, although the tendency
is toward elimination of the one year term wherever
possible in favor of a two year period which is the
maximum prescribed by the Cooperative Code of Oregon.

This trend is the result of unfavorable experience re-
Milting from the complete turnover of directors at one

time. It is customary to offset the terms of directors
where the period is two years, and in this way only a

part of the board is subject to change at any one elec..
tion. ;Lanagers are almost unanimously agreed that the
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longer terms are preferable because of the possibilit
that the existence of an entirely new board at one time
may upset the operatinc policy of the business.

Directors received no remune a ion in 23 of 60 units
as indicated 4 the tabulation in Table 12. The directors
of petroleum associations were remunerated leest fre-
quently with about 60 per cent serving without chare

Table 12. Remuneration of Directors of 60 Oregon Cooper,.
atives -fondling Farm Supplies, by Type of Association,
1938

the association. Per diem and per diem plus mileage were

the most popular methods of payment and were reported in

26 eases, The per diem rate was usually less than 0.00
and the mileage allowed averaeed about 5 cents per mile
traveled, There is considerable division of thouteht in
the matter of givinc directors a nominal allowance for
services rendered, but the tendency seems to be toward
BOMB remuneration for their time and expense. This ten-

Type of temuneration . All Petroleum keed Unclassified

None. . ofe*****
Per *******
Per Diem plus nileage..
Mese. ******

Associations
heporting

28
14
12

6

19
6
4
4

4 5
5
3
S.

60 33 14 13
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dency has probably been stimulated by the practice ol prow

duction credit associations, a ricultural conservation

associations, and other simila ajancies which allow their

directors per die plus milea6e. However, there are many

cooperators who feel that the member elected to the board

should be interested enough in lis organization to devote
his time without ccupensation.

Cooperative directors have, in general, left the

actual conduct of the business to the mana6er and have,

in.some cases, probably passed even policy determination
to the employed personnel. For best results over a

period of time, the board of director,' and the membership

should. constitute an effective policy-determininE body

which outlines the boundaries and direction of the busi.

nese. The handin6 of full control to the personnel is

often the line of least resistance for a cooperative,

but the result is sometimes unfortunate when the person

or persons so charged with full responsibility must leave

the organization.



Tanafzement and Personnel

One of the principal criticisms of cooperative
endeavor, as brought to light in many studies, has been
the lack Cu effective and efficient personnel. In any
study of cooperatives some attention should be devoted
o the conditions of employment surrounding association

managers and other employees if we are to draw any con-
clusions regardinE the effectiveness of cooperative
personnel. In this category we may well look into such

things as previous experience of manasers their remuner-
ation Siki tenure, as well as the rate of remuneration for
other employees and general conditions of employment.

PhEVIOUS P 1EIC1 Oi IltefiAGERS. Of the 59 associ-
ations reporting on this question, 32 stated that their
managers had come to the cooperative with previous bust-
mute experience. This percentage is over half, and in-
dicates that some preference is being given the appli-
cant with businese training. Seven of the 59 reported
a combination of business and farming, and 13 manacers -

reported only farming experience. Seven association
managers have had neither fermin6 nor business experience.-

The largest percentage of business rained men is to be
found in the feed and unclassified divisions where the
size of the business unit is usually larger and the rate
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Table 15. Previous Experienee of Managers of 59 Oregon
Cooperatives handling Farm Supplies, by Type of Associ*
ation 1958

of remuneration generally hi,-,her. The petroleum coopera-

tives have a larger percentage of managers with farming

experience and with the farming and business combination.

This feet may probably be explained in part by the close

affiliation of many petroleum associations with farm

organizations which have acted as sponsors of the co-

operatives.
iilE}tATIui 4 iAUEhS. The average rate of

muneration for cooperative managers has been comparatively

low throughout the history of such organizations. This

general view is substantiated to a considerable extent

by the tabulation of managerial salaries in Table 14.

Tan associations reported the use of a commission plan

for their managers and 5 organizations used a combination

guarantee and commission. Most managers are not favorable,

Type of Experience All Petroleum k ed Unclassified

karming 13 10
Business 32 14
Other 7
Farming and Business

Associations
Reporting 59 34 12 15



to a straight commission plan because of the difficul 
encountered during the slack months. The combination of 

Table 14 on of Managers of 59 Oregon Cooper. ativee Handling Farm Supplies, by Type of Association, 1936 

Petro- Feed Unclassi- 
leum fled 

Amount of Remuneration 

Commission.. 
Guarantee and Commission", 

Less than V50.U0 per mo.... 450.00 to 475.00 .. . ... ***kw* 475X° to 12 .00.00 to g125.Oo .... 7 4 125.00 to 0.50,00 4 2 4150.00 to 0.75.00 
v 175.00 to ''i: 200,00 5 200.00 to i425.00 ...... . 2 4225.00 to 4250.00 3 

Over 450.00 per mo... 5 

Associations Reportin6... 
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guarantee- and commission meets with greater favor because 
t does provide at least a living wage throughout the dull 

son. As will be noted, the commission plan is used 
most extensively in the petroleum associations where gross 

volume is relatively smaller and the seasonal fluctuations 
of volume more severe. Of the remaining 44 associations 

operating on a salary basis, 22 paid their managers less 
than 4126.00 per month and 15 paid 100.00 or less. The 

lowest salary scale prevailed in the petroleum associ- 
ations and the hitthest salaries were usually found in 
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Combination marketing.purchasing organizations where the

manager's duties are of a more distinctly executive type.
There are undoubtedly many managers who are doing a much

better job than their salaries would indicate and are

deserving of increased remuneration*
Few associations can expect to hold a good manager

rate of less than lOO.00 per month and too often

the efficient operator leaves the cooperative for more

lucrative employment elsewhere. A number of associations

are onewman affairs where the manager is the sole em-

P141700 and is expected to maintain the plant, to handle
sales and deliveries, and to keep the books. Several

these cooperatives are offering a deliveryman's salary
and hoping they may be able to get a salesman and manager,

thrown into the deal. It would appear that the only method

of reducina the turnover managers in the lower brackets

is to increase the volume of business enough to justify
the employment of a qualified man and to provide him

with par -time help, either in the office or in the field.
Walt, it is very easy to confuse cause and effect when

considering managerial efficiency and rate of remuner-

salon, there is probably a minimum wade below which

good management cannot be maintained over a period of

time. Data accumulated durin6 this study would place



this minimum at 125.00 per month for an association of
average volume.

TENURE OF MANAGERS. The discussion of tenure tl 5

in vary cloaely with the matter of remuneration since
length of tenure is at least partially determined by the
prevailing salary, In 17 of the 59 cases reported, man-
agers had been in their present capacities less than 2
years. Managers of feed and unclassified cooperatives
have both longer average tenure and greater average re-
muneration. Shorter tenure is to be expected of the
petroleum group because these associations have all been
organized since 1930, but it appears that some of the
reason for the rapid turnover of managers, as indicated
in Table 15 must lie in the extremely low salaries

Table 15. Tenure of Manage
Handling Farm Supplies

Under 6 months.
6 months to 1 year.
1 year to 2 years.
2 years to 5 years.
3 years to 4 year*.
4 years to 5 years....5 years to 10 yeare...Over 10 years...

Associations
Reporting..,..

59 Oregon Cooperatives
of Association, 1936

Length of Service All Petroleum Feed Unclassified
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nging from 50.00 to 6100 00 per month. Most of the

marketing associations with supply departments fall in

the feed and unclassified divisions and their longer

average tenure of managers aided materially in improving

the showing of these two divisions. From Table 15 it is

apparent that the median of service falls in the years

to 4 yeare grouping and that slightly over 50 per cent'

of the managers have held their positions for over 5 years.

This showing is very good, but efforts should be made to

reduce the numbers serving leas than I year. This re.-

duction can be realized through more careful selection

and by adding to the attractiveness of he manager's

work in some associations.
REMUNATION OF EIRLOYEES OTHER THAN TANAGERS*

time office employees of 33 associations received from

40.00 to $i160.00 per month with the average rata between

$75.00 and $100.00 per month. Salesmen and clerks in 34

cooperatives were paid from slightly less than 75.00

per Month to 165.00 per month. The average of this group

Of employees was about 4;100.00 per months and most of

these workers are men as contrasted to the office classi-
fication in which the majority are women. Delivery

employees were reported by 22 organizations and their

averaLe wage was close to 4300.00 per month* nacelle



employees of petroleum cooperatives were paid about 40

cents per hour while this group in the feed and unelassi-

fled divisions received from 110.00 to 025.00 per month

as an average. Post of this latter group are engaged in
manufacturing processes and many are skilled laborers,

which accounts for their relatively high average wage.

BONDS ON UPLOYEES, Table 16 is a tabulation of the
amounts of bond required of managers in 59 reporting as-

sociations. Forty associations require bond ranging

from $1,000 to $101000 on their managers, but only 14

cooperatives reported bonds on employees other than their

managers. Petroleum associations were least strict in
the matter of bonding with no coverage whatsoever in 14

of 53 cases. Blanket bonds covering all employees hand-

Table 16. Amount of Manager's Bond in 59 Oregon Cooper.
atives Handling Farm Supplies, by Type of Association,
1958

Amount of Coverage All Petroleum Feed Unclaseified

None
,1000 or less
,1,000 to 2,000
2i000 to '3,000
$,000 to '4,000..1
4,000 to :5,000

0,000 to 10,000
Blanket Bond

Associations
Reporting......

46

19 14
5 5

10 7
7 1
2 1
5 1

59 13 13
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dling or having access to company funds were used in 7

associations of the feed and unclassified groups. iost
managers who are not under bond reported that they would

prefer to be bonded and several cooperatives are planning
to bond their managers but have not "got around to it yet.
The requiring of bond on the manager should be a matter

of routine in the conduct of a cooperative business, be..
cause this bond will often serve to increase confidence
in the fidelity of a manager while at the same time the
association will be protected in case of actual m13.
conduct. The fact that many cooperatives do not keep

close check on the conduct of their business is all the
more reason for enforcing the bond requirement. A.anket

bonds are to be recommended in the larger organizations

where the manager cannot keep in close contact with the
daily transactions of the business.
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much interest to those involved in the
average cooperative must practically al-

start without adequate financing because
lty of collecting for stock or memberships
subscription. The brunt of the organi-
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er study.

D CAPITAL STRUCTURE. The authorized capi-
rative refers to the amount and types of
eh the evidences of capital ownership are

eh are established in the articles of
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association filed by the organization. The authorized

capital of Oregon cooperatives is composed of either shares
stock or membership certificates. The membership car.*

ficate is usually more limited in its prospective sale
because it carries the voting mmbershlp in the associ-
ation. Stock is more flexible because it may divided

into common and preferred, with differing degrees of
preference and voting rights being attached as he as-
sociation may elect. ,Light.en of the 62 units are of the
membership type and the remaining 44 organizations have

authorized stock ranging from no par to '4;500,000 par
value stock. Table 17 indicates that the most common

Table 17. Authorized Capital Structure of 62 Oregon Co-
operativea HandlingFarm Supplies, by Type of A380C1*
:alone 1956

Capita. All Petroleum eed Unc

rship Certificates
I Stock:
r

5,000 tb 400000.,..
000 to *20,000... 30000 to p0,000. 12
000 to 00,000. 1
OtZ,0 to 000000. 44600000.....No Par Value...a..,

As
Reporting..... 62 14 14
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size of authorization is from 2O,OOO to *30,000, and th

relation of common stock to preferred stock is usually

either Ito 1 or 2 to 1*
Most of the stock organizations have provided for

preferred stock which does not ordinarily carry the voting
right and which has preference in the matters of income

and security. it was believed by some cooperatives that
this preferred stock could be sold to business men or in-
vestors who were not eligible for membership. In fact,
very little of this stock has ever been sold because when
the cooperative is in reel need of funds for getting the
business under way, it is not ordinarily a very attractive,
proposition for the average investor* The most frequent

use of preferred stock has been in connection with the
withdrawal of a member where he ceases to be eligible for

membership* In these eases preferred stock has been
issued in place of the common. etock held by the member

involved and this new issue is usually retired within a
relatively short time from a revolving fund for stock re
tirement* For the average local association, an slither-
ised capital stock of ;420,000 common and 0.0,000 preferred

has proved satisfactory where a share unit of t10 00 or

less has been used*
INVEMENT RTAUIREMENT, All associations require

purchase of a share of stock in the case of eto k



associations* or of a membership certificate in the mem.. 

bership type of organization* as a minimum requisite of 

membership. This requirement varies widely but reference 
to Table 18 indicates preference for a low investment with 

45 of the 62. associations requirinc, 10.00 or less. Fi- 
nancing of the cooperative is the more difficult in the 

Table 18. 
handling upplies* y Type of 

Wembership Certificates: 
010.00 or less. 18 
..1.0.00 to c,20.00.., .... 20.00 to 4:30.00 

Common stock: 
$10.00 or less... .04. 27 
40.00 to 4:320.00 ***** 420.00 to 450.00 8 
°150.00 to S40,00 

* 
1 

4;40.00 to 050,00 
* Over ******* Variable Amaant.......... 

ember of Yam 
Organization. 
Associations 

Reportine......... 

ent Requirement of 62 0 Cooperatives 
1c338 

beginning when only $10.00 per member is asked and probabl 

only a small fraction of this amount collected upon sub* 

seription. however* to piace the required investment 

bier would undoubtedly bar many prospective members who 

are not interested enough in the venture to risk any con- 

Amo of Investment All Petroleum ii'eed Unclassified 



siderable amount of money, even on a subscription note*

The petroleum associations usually require the smallest

investment as evidenced by the fact that almost 80 per

cent of the group require 0.0*00 or less*
PAYE NT OF CAPITAL :LUBSCRIF'TION. As a further

'inducement to membership, most associations do not re-
qpire the payment of cash in full at the time a member

subscribes* Cash in full was reported by only 11 of 60

associations, and Dart cash is the prectiee of another
15 organizations' The most popular method in use and

reported by over half the petroleum units is to require
no cash at subscription, but to apply any dividends which

may accrue to the member until the stock or membership is

(able )* Marketing associations usually make use

Table 19 ,lethod of
operatives Handling
atirms 1958

Cash in Joull
Negotiable Note 1
Deduction fm Dividends 25
Part Ces11 rn6 Bala=

from Lividonds
Deduction from com-

modities Delivered,..*
Any idethod

2.ssociatio

1

Subscription in 60 Oregon 01),
upplies, by Type of Associ.

12

5

All Petroleum Feed UnclassifiedMeans of Payment



of deductions from the proceeds of commodities delivered

for sale through the cooperative. One association re-

ported that any method which suited the member would b

satisfactory to the cooperative, and a considerable num

ber of associations are not requiring any formal sUbscrip..

tion note* The tendency in most oases is to make the
membership process as simple and easy as possible, es-

pecially after the organization is in operation and does

not need the subscription funds so much as in the early

days of the association.

SOURCES OP LOANS. The availability of loans is of
real importance to many cooperatives, particularly those

handling large stocks of seasonal il)ods or marketing

farm products. Managers have reported that most local

bankers demonstrated antipathy, if not outright hostility,

toward the initial efforts of cooperatives in various

localities. However, this attitude has disappeared in

most of Oregon where the cooperatives have been proved

through successful operation. Local banks are now the

most frequently used single source of credit for the 61

associations reported in Table 20. The Spokane Bank

for Cooperatives provided credit facilities for 10 associ-

ations of the marketing-purchasinli; type, but no dila-

tinctly supply cooperative had obtained funds from this

source. Only 9 associations had no outstanding loans



Reported Source

Members 12
Local,Bank.... 37 19
Bank for Cooperatives.* 10 2
ndividuals other

than Members
None Borrowed
Trade Creditors.
Others.

Table 20. Sources of Loans Outstanding in 61 Oregon Co.
operatives Handling karm Supplies, by Type of Associ-
ation, 1938

All Petroleum Yeed Unclassified

and these units are firm in their belief that the supply
business should be on a strictly cash" basis in respect
to both the association buying from the wholesalers and
the membership purchases from the cooperative* Members

have loaned money to their cooperatives in 12 cases, and
ndividuals outside the organization provided credit in

6 instances. Credit facilities have not been entirely
satisfactory for a number of cooperatives as will be
indicated in the sections dealing with interest rates

ecurity, but the situation has improved rapidly
with the spread of the cooperative movement.

SECURITY kOR LOANS, The frequency of use of the
various forms of security for loans reported in 52 associ-
ations is set forth in Table 21* in 36 cases only an
unsecured promissory note executed by the cooperative has



Table 21. Security for Loans of 52 Oregon Cooperatives
Handling Farm Supplies, by Type of Association, 1938

been required* Member endorsement, usually by

is in use in 8 cases, but this practice is not
by most of the reportinu org nizations. Local

directors,
fevored

banks have

required the member endorsement in these nstances although
most bank loans to associations are made on the basis of an
unsecured promissory note. Fifteen organizations, most
of the feed and unclassified types, have given mortgages
on their plants and equipment, and warehouse receipts
have been used by the marketing units. The Bank for Co-

operatives loans to these groups are usually secured by
mortgage or warehouse receipts* Individuals hold a few
mortgages on cooperative property, but the bulk of this
indebtedness is the result of the purchase of facilities
from the mortgage holder. Cooperatives are finding more

on Plan
Endorsement of Note**

Sales Contracts 1
Unsecured Promissory Note 36 19
Warehouse Receipts*
Endorsement by Manager...*
Building Fund Certificate....



and more credit facilities opened to their use on a reason-
able basis without the pledge of specific security. I

most localities the cooperatives are rapidly gaining the
same sort of consideration in banking as has been given
private business in the past.

RATE OF INTEREST* The rate of interest paid by some
associations remains comparatively h16h, particularly in
the cases of 10 petroleum cooperatives in the 7 to 8 per
cent group in Table 22* The average rate paid is less

Table 22. Rates of Interest Paid on Funds Borrowed by 63
Oregon Cooperatives Handling Farm Supplies, by Type of
Association, 1938

Interest hate

None.

5
12

10

2

6
5
4
3

than 6 per cent, and this avera;-e is influenced c, eider-
ably by the low rat s of the Dank for Cooperatives loans*
Several marketing associations reported that ocal bank

funds are available at rates f.,nmparable to those of the
Bank for Cooperatives. The low rates from 2 to 3 per
cent were obtained through the use of warehouse receipts

All Petroleum Feed Unclassified

2 to 5 per cent... 9
3 to 4 per cent. 11
4 to 5 per cent.*** 11
5 to 6 per cent. 23
6 to 7 per cent.. 47 to 8 per cent.. 11
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and the 3 to 5 per bent loans were mostly secured by mort-

gages, although two petroleum sasociations are paying no

interest whatsoever on certain member loans. The bulk

of the unsecured promissory note advances are bearing from

5 to 8 per cent, and there is little doubt that several

associations could secure from 1 to 2 per cent reduction
in their rates if they will call attention to the lower
rates prevailinE elsewhere. Particular attention should
DO directed toward reduction of these 7 and 8 per cent

rates which appear too b1h for a business loin at this
time* The current rates (Karch 1939) of the lank

Cooperatives are li per cent on °ammo ty advance

Per cent on operating capital loans and 4 per cent on
facility loans* These rates will undoubtedly serve to
influence reduction of the chares made by other agencies,



Operating Condition

The data contained in this section of the study is
based upon material compiled from questionnaire forms re*

turned by 55 of the 62 cooperatives included in the sur-
vey Sales figures were complete for the 55 associations
reporting, but the balance sheet and operating statement
forms were either incomplete or in a form not permitting
comparison in approximately 20 of the 55 cases. For this
reason the sample method has been utilized in arriving at

e distribution of average balance sheet and operating
a ement items, In this sampling process the statements

of 30 aasociations were analyzed and it is believed that
the resulting averages are representative of the entire
group.

DISTRIBUTIO14 Ok SALES. Total sales volume of the
55 reporting associations was 05,805,135, an average of
0105,546 per unit. It appears that the total volume of
the 62 associations included in the study plus the supply
sales of a few marketing organizations not covered would

1/ This questionnaire method was necessary because the
personal canvass by the writer was conducted during
the months of liovenber and December, 1938, when the
calendar year statistics were not available.



bring the total cooperative farm supply business in Oregon 

to over 660000,000 for 1938. The average feed association 
had the largest volume of sales with a gross of 196,9'74, 

LS compared to $59,278 for the petroleum units and 

4115,577 for the unclassified cooperatives. Approximately 

48 per cent of the reported sales volume is listed by 14 

feed cooperatives, 50 per cent by 30 petroleum associations 

rid 22 per cent by 11 unclassified groups. 
The Cooperative Division of the Farm Credit Adminis- 

tration conducted a study of the cooperative purchasing 

of farm supplies in Oregon for the year of 1933« The 

bulletin covering this study reports total sales for 50 

of the 31 associations than handling supplies as 0,0220645JY 

Comparison of these data with the 1958 tabulation above in- 

dicates a 100 per cent increase in the number of associ- 
tions handling supplies and almost 200 per cent gain in 
total sales during the five year period immediately fol- 

10wing 1933. 

The distribution of sales by products handled indi- 
mites that 45.5 per cent of all volume is found in feed 

seed and fertilizer. Machinery, hardware, and other 
supplies constitute the second largest 6roup in sales 

Lister, John H Cooperative Purchasing of Farm Sup. 
plies in Oregon - 1933," p. 2, Cooperative Division, 
Farm Credit Administration, 1935. 
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ume with 26.9 per cent of the total and is followed

by petroleum products and auto supplies in third place

th 25.6 per cont. Table 25 indicates that feed associs
ons tend to concentrate their business in one group

it supplies to a greater extent than the organizations
of other classifications and report 91.3 per cent of sales

as feed, seed and fertilizer. Orchard supplies account

for almost $7500000 of the sales volume reported by the

11 unclassified associations and are outranked in sales
volume of individual supplies by feed and petroleum

products only.
AVERAGE BALANCE SHEETS, As previously explained,

the average balance sheets in Table 24 are based upon a

representative sampling of 30 statements. The balance

sheet for "All" associations is the result of weighting
the average balance sheets of the three classifications
according to the numerical frequency of each type. The

total assets per unit range from615,220 for the petro.
leum associations to 032,535 for the unclassified assosi.
'Alone, and the average assets per unit for all associ.
ations a 073,924. The principal reason for the extremely

large total assets of the average unclassified association
is the inclusion of several extensive marketing organi.
zations and these large associations tend also to increase
the assets of the average association listed under the
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"All associations heading

Considerable variation in the composition of assets

nd liabilities exists among associations, both within

classifications and among classifications. No attempt

in made to discuss the balance sheet differences within

classifications and the average is considered as repro

sentative of the group as a whole. Feed and petroleum

associations are very similar in the percentage of current

assets to total assets with either group listing over 59

per cent current. Petroleum and unclassified associations

have 17 per cent of their assets in the form of accounts

receivable, and the petroleum associations lead in cash

position with 13.2 per cent of their total assets in the

form of cash. The largest percentage of inventory is

carried by the feed associations which have 42 per cent

of their total assets in merchandise. Unclassified associ-

ations have the smallest percentage of inventory, princi*

pally because of handling seasonal goods which are moved

before the close of the calendar year. Investment in

fixed assets ranges from 24.7 per cent for petroleum as-

sociations to 50.1 per cent for unclassified associations,

In this connection it must be remembered that the majority

of the unclassified cooperatives are marketing organi-

zations with a relatively heavy investment in 'facilities.

Miscellaneous assets amounting to 15.7 per cent of the



As
Current:

Cash..... .... .. ........,.. 2,124 2*9 2,013 13.2 2,300 3.7 2,225 1.0Accounts Receivable 11,68816.1 2,582 17,0 6,794 11.0 40,248 17.3Uotes Receivable 5,959 8.1 1,880 3.0 24,938 10.7Inventories
.

999 21.6 26, 142 821 15.0Total Current . 5,170 48.7 37.13 9.g 1O2,232 44.0Fixed:
Land and Buildincs 19,814 26.8 1,955 12.8 19,393 31.2 6144884 27.9Machinery and Equipment 23.528 31.8 2,616 17.2 15,696 25.6 83,444 35.9Reserve for Depreciation (10,382) (14.0) (80' (5.3) (12,845) (20.6 1 7)Total Fixed 32,60 44.6 3,72 214.7 "715;=-7-672Other:
Prepaid Items............... ... .
Miscellaneous

Total Other

TOTAL SliTS

Liabilities and Net Worth

674 .9

73,924 100.0 15,220

76 .5 868 1
2,383 15.7
2,14.5 t6.2

Dollars Per flollara Per
Cent

100,0 62,090 100.0 232,535 100.0

Accounts Payek-le 5,757 7.6 2,138 14.0 6,922 1142 13,3 5.9Notes Payable 16,750 22.7 1,598 10.5 /2,)I49 20.0 56,933 25.3Accrued Items 975 1.3 80 .5 1,478 2.4 2.710 1.2Miscellaneous 577 .8 1,039 6.8Total Current 24,059 32.6 4,855 31.6 20,849 33.6 75,288 32.4current:
rtgages or Contracts 13,470 18.2 283 1.9 5,773 9.3 54,156 23.3Miscellaneous 0..0. 1,516 2.0 513 3.4 2,509 4.0 3,031 1.3Total Yon-curron'' 14,986 20.2 - 706 5.3 8,28ff 13.5 57,167 24.6
TOTAL LIABILITIES 39,045 52.8 5,651 37.1 29,131 46.9 132,433 57.0Capital:

Stock, Meaberships and Certificates 19,829 26.8 3,474 22.8 14,703 23.7 65,844 28.3Reserves:
Working Capital, Contingonciee
and Undivided Earnings - 15,050 20.4 6,095 40.1 18,256 29.4TOTAL NET MRTIL......*........** 34,879 L .2 9,569 62.9 32,959 53.1

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET WORTH . 73,924 100.0 15,220 100.0 62,090 100.0

5 ,8
5.1
5.9

232,535 100.0
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Table 24. Average Balance Sheets of Oregon Cooperatives Handling 141., Supplies, by Type of Associatio 1938



total are noted in the petroleum associations. This Item

is composed almost entirely of stock in other cooperatives,
mostly regional wholesale organizations, and of unpaid
subscriptions to the capital of the local units.

Little variation between groups is to be found in
the percentage of current iiabilit±es to total liabilities,
the range being from 51.8 per cent for petroleum associ-
ations to 53.6 per cent for feed associations. Unclassi-

fied cooperatives have the smallest percentage of li-
abilities in the form of accounts payable and the largest
percentage in notes payable, while the reverse situation
La noted in the petroleum group. Non-current liabilities
are greatest in the feed and unclassified associations

where the investment in facilities is most extensive.
Membership capital investment in the form of stock

memberships varies from 22.8 per cent and 23.7 per

cent in the petroleum and feed associations, respectively,
to 28.3 in the unclassified group. Net worth in the form

of reserves and undivided earnings varies in the opposite
direction, the percentage being 40.1 per cent for petro.
lawn associations, 29.4 per cent for feed associations,
and 14.7 per cent for unclassified associations. In

relation to membership capital investment it is of inter-
est to note that feed associations report 89.2 per cent
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of capital subscriptions paid* This same relationship
is 83 per cent for the petroleum group and 73.5 per cent
for the unclassified organizations.

AVERAGE OPERATING STATEiZNTS. The range of gross
sales per unit as between groups of associations ran from

t594,278 for petroleum cooperatives to 0.940974 for feed
associations. Little difference is to be found in the
percentage of gross margin as indicated in Table 25. The

total variation in percentage of gross margin is only
1.55 per cent, petroleum associations being high with
14.62 per cent and unclassified groups low with 15.07 per
cent., Total expenses amounted to 12.72 per cent of sales
in the feed cooperatives in contrast to 8.84 per cent in
the unclassified group and 9.36 per cent in the petroleum
classification. This higher percentage of expense in the
feed sosociations appears to be the result of greater
costs in connection with salaries and wages, maintenance
of facilities, and bad accounts. Miscellaneous or other
income reached 2.28 per cent of sales in the petroleum
associations, this item being composed principally of divi*
dends declared by regional wholesale cooperatives.

Net operating income was 5.26 per cent of sales in

the petroleum group, 4.23 per cent in the unclassified
cooperatives, and 1.67 per cent in the feed associations.
Similar relationship existed between classifications in



Table 25. Average Operating Statemarts of Oregon Cooperatives Handling Par Supplies* by Type of Asset:dation, 1938

Feed Unclassified

Gross Sale ...... . ****** . * .... 105,548 300.00 59,278 100.00 196,974 100.00
Cost of Goods Sold 90,539 85.78 50 612 85.38 168, 85.61

GROSS PROFIT 15,00 74-...M 14.39
xpensess
Salaries and Wages 4:908 4 2,395 4.04 33,197 6.70
Interest 760 .72 101 .17 1,655 .84
Taxes 338 32 113 .19 1,458 . *74

Insurance...... 285 .27 113 .19 847 .43
Depreciation 538 .51 273 .46 1,1142 .58 .

Repairs 158 - .15 53 .c9. 591 .30
Rent 243 .23 53 .09 1,005 .51

Advertising 84 .08 36 .06 374 .19
Light, Water and Fuel 253 .24 1 24- .21 906 ..46

Office and !IUso. Supplies 211 .20 130 .22- 492 .25

Auditinc ...... 127 .12 95 .16 118 .06
Telephono and Telegraph 116 .11 71 .12 197 .10
Bad Accounts 333 .32 113 .19 1,398 .71
Travel and Director Expen *so.** 137 .13 65 011 551 .28
Truck and Delivery Expense W.g0.4.S 1,678 1059 1,529 2.53 768 .39
Other Expenses........ 369 .35 2 354 .18

Total Expense
NET OPERATING INOUE

Other moons.....

TOTLL NET INCOUE#0....t..,.. ow*

10,543
4,466
1,604

6,07

Dollars Per

9.99 5
4.23 3,118
1.52 1,351

5.75 4.469

9.36
5.26
2.28

7.54
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25,053 12.72
3,292 1.67

906, .46

4,198 2.13

Dollars Per
dWEE

.377 100.00
86.9

277
346
635
162

3t

69
356

4.12
1.98
.24
.30
.55
.14
.30
.o4

115 .10
92 .08
81 .07

104 .09
312 .27

.o6

.31

.19

10,199 8.84
4,881 4*23

785 .68

5,666 4.91



regard to total net income; the percentages being 7:54
per cent for petroleum, 4.91 per cent for unclassified,
and 2.13 per cent for feed.

AVERAGE OPEIIATING RATIOS. The average ratios tabu-
lated in Table 26 are based upon the statements in Tables
24 and 25. These ratios are obtained in the usual manner
of dividing the first item listed by the second item and
expressing the result as a decimal. The purpose of corns.

puting ratios is to provide means for analyzing the po-
sition of the business at any given time and of comparing
the resulting ratios with certain standards.

Petroleum associations have the most favorable

current ratio with 1:85, which means that the average
petroleum cooperative has 41.85 of current assets for each
dollar of current liabilities, The current ratio of feed
associations is 1.78, and of unclassified cooperatives is
1:36. The often accepted standard of 2.00 for mercantile

tablishments is most nearly approached by the petroleum

and feed associations.
Only 4 per cent of annual sales are represented by

e accounts and notes receivable of feed and petroleum

cooperatives. This ratio would indicate a comparatively
rapid turnover of accounts and strict control of credit
but any conclusion in this respect must take into con-
sideration the bad debt losses of each classification.



3.39

.47

1.85 to 1

U4 "

1.69

2.514.

.63

Table 26. Average Operating Ratios of Oregon Coope IvesHandling Farm Supplies, by Type of Aasociati

Petroleum

1.78 to 1 1.36 to 1

1.13

1.47

.53

.cq

.13

1938.*

.56

e .76

.86

1
.1143

.50

It .02 * * *

" .06 ***

Ratio All

Current Assets to Current Liabilities........ 1.49 to

Accounts and Notes Receivable to Sales 17 P

Net Worth to Total Liabilities . * . . .89

Net Worth to Fixed Assets............ 1.06

Net Worth to Total Assets.. . .141

Sales to Total Assets. . 14,43

Net Income to Total Assets .. .08

Net Inco'le to Net North.. ..... .... ........

Ratios are based upon the statements in Tables 24 and 25.
Sales of supply department only are considered in relation to total sales and assAs.

* * * Inoome of supply department only is considered in relation to total aescts and net worth.

UnclassifiedFeed
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The ratio of .56 listed for unclassified associations
not representative of their entire business since only
supply sales are considered in relation to total receiva-
bles, whether arising from supply sales or marketing
operations.

The net worth ration indicate that the members of
petroleum and feed cooperatives own a larger equity

their organizations than do the members of the unclassi-

fied groups. Petroleum asoociations show the highest net

worth ratios varying from 2,54 in worth to fixed

assets, to 65 in net worth to total assets; and feed as-
sociations are next with a range from 1.47 to .55 in the
same ratios, The high ratio of net worth to fixed assets
n the petroleum classification reflects the lower per-

centage investment in facilities among these units.
Creditor equity is in excess of membership equity only
in the unclassified group where the net worth is 76 per
cent of the total amount owed by the association to credi-
tors. The ratio of net worth to total assets indicates
hat the members of the average petroleum cooperative awn

6$ per cent of their business, the feed association members
55 per cent, and the cooperators in the unclassified

group own 45 per cent.

Both petro eum and feed associations had gross sales

in excess of three times their total assets,. The ratio
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listed for the unclassified associations is unduly low

because only supply soles are considered although the

bulk of the volume in this olassification is of a marketing

nature. This same explanation applies to the unclassified

associations in the ratios of net income to total assets,

and of net income to net worth where the petroleum and

feed units again rank hiGher. Bet income represented 29

per cent of the total assets in the ease o petroleum co.-

operatives and 7 per cent in the feed organizations. The

average petroleum association had net earnings equal to

47 per cent of its net worth and this same ratio for feed

units was 13 per cent. From their supply business alone,

unclassified associations received net earnings which

amounted to 2 per cent of their total assets and 6 per

cent of their net worth.



The Marketing-Purchasing Combination

The present status of the supply departments being

conducted by 21 Oregon marketing associations is of interest

as an indicator of the future trends in cooperative pur-

chasing The advisability of combining the two functions,

marketing and purchasing, in one organization is a point

debated in the ranks of the marketing cooperatives of the

state* 'Regardless of arguments pro and con, the fact re
mains that a very considerable volume of the farm supply

business is being handled by these 21 organizations* Some

discussion of the types of products being stocked by these

supply departments serves to clarify the position of the

rketing associations as regards the farm supply business*

The consensus among the managers of these units and their

reports of the value of the supply department are of inter-
est in this consideration*

The frequency of handling the various classes of farm

upplies in the 21 marketing associations reporting is tabu-

lated in Table 27* From this table we note that the tend-

ency is for the supply department to handle goods involved

in the production of the product marketed by the association.

Thus, we find that the dairy associations concentrate their

efforts on feed, dairy supplies, seed, and related lines;

and the grain associations, while handling a wider variety

of goods, devote most of their attention to feed, petrow



leum auto supplies, harvest supplies and insurance. The

moJority of the supply departments of grain associations

of the petroleum type and handle practically the 1SAKMO

merchandise as the strictly supply cooperatives in the
same classification. Fertilizer and orchard supplies are
the most frequently handled merchandise in the fruit and

vegetable group, although two of these associations are

Table 27. Frequency of Handling Farm Svpplies in 21 Oregon
Marketing Cooperatives, by Type of Association, 1933

Petroleum
Feed
Seed
Fertilizer
Auto Supplies
Machinery
Hardware
Groceries, Dry Goods.
Orchard Supplies.....
Harvest Supplies....
Dairy Supplies.......
Poultry Supplies
Electrical Appliances
Insurance
Fuel,
Building Material....
Bee Supplies
Wool Supplies.. ..... *

2
6

5

3
5
2
2
2
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conducting a complete farm supply and general store business.

The poultry association has confined itself to feed and
poultry supplies and the wool association carries only

Product Seven Seven Five
Dairy Grain Fruit and Vs



Feed
Machinery
Groceries, Dry Goode
Orchard Supplies....
Harvest Supplies....
Dairy Supplies
Wool Supplies.

Associations
Reporting....

wool supplies. This clearly illustrates the tendency of
the marketing association to handle supplies related to
production of the product marketed.

The major point of the above discussion is emphasized

In Table 28 which lists the principal lines of supplies

handled by the 21 ass *times. The principal lines sold

Table 28. Principal Supplies Handled by 21 Oregon Market-
ing Cooperatives, by Type of Association, 1938

by e 7 dairy associations are feed and dairy supplies,
feed being predominant in 6 cases. The greatest supply

volume of the 7 grain associations is found to be petro-
leum, feed, machinery and harvest supplies. Feed pre.

dominates in only one of these units and is the only ease

in this group where the largest volume of supplies is not
directly related to the production of grain. In the frui
and vegetable section we find 3 associations with orchird

Product Dairy Grain Fruit and Veg. Poultry Wool
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supplies as the most important line and one association
with each of petroleum and groceries and dry goods. The

poultry and wool cooperatives handle only supplies used

in the production of their respective products, feed in

the former case and wool supplies in the latter. These

facts bear out the contention of most marketing assoc
tions that they are interested in the supply business only

means of reducing the cost of production, as it re..
letes to the products marketed,

The greatest objection voiced by marketing associ-

ons in regard to expanding the lines of supplies

handled is based upon the credit problem involved. The

associations operating general stores as a part of
their supply activity report that credit is a major diffi-

culty. The tendency is for the member to expect the co-

operative to carry him and his family for all necessary
supplies, particularly so long as any part of his products
delivered are not settled for. The broader the lines

handled, the more credit is expected and demanded by the

membership. nven after final disposition of the delivered
products, the association must often carry the member un-

til the next harvest period. A county agent serving in

the territory of one of the above cooperatives states
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that the association has been the only thing between many
small growers and relief, but this fact does not serve to

alter the very real credit problem of such an organization*

The least credit difficulty is found where the supplies
handled form a comparatively small part of the total cost

of production, as in the case of orchard supplies or wool

supplies. Contrasted to this situation are the dairy and
poultry associations which supply feed to their producers.
In other words, the potential credit problem of the market-

ing association handling supplies hinges to u considera-
ble extent upon the relative position of these supplies
in the coat or producing the product marketed and the numu

ber and class of lines handled.
One of the most effective arguments for the addition

of a supply department to a marketing organization has

been to the effect that such addition would lead to more
efficient use of facilities and personnel* Also, the

marketing association already has an active clientele to
which it may look for its proipective patronage. The ma

jority of these supply departments are not housed in sepa-
rate buildings and the bulk of their office work is handled
through he central office of the association* Usually

some one person is directly responsible for the operation
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of the supply department, but personnel may be shifted
from one division to another as necessity demands. There

considerable justification for the above contention of
ter efficiency and practioally all managers of these

associations report that their supply departnents are
operating at a relatively low cost. Part of this low
operating cost is undoubtedly the result or considering
the supply department as a service unit, and as such, this
unit often does not carry its portion of the overhead and
indirect expenses. However, even in those eases where

the accounting for the supply department is complete, the
operatin costs of most supply departments are relatively'
moderate end little criticism appears appropriate relative
to the combination in this respects

In addition to the credit angle, another reported
obstacle to the expansion of the supply business in the
marketing organization lies in antagonism of private trade
interests through which most of the association products
must be !marketed. This side of the problem was mentioned

most frequently by the fruit and vegetable, and dairy
associations which depend upon retail channels for their
ultimate outlet to the consumer trades So long as the
association holds its supply business to products es-
sertial to the actual production of the products marketed,



is not a noticeable amount of organized criticism
the private business interests.
A more abstract, but nevertheless real, point in

this discussion is the view of certain cooperative leaders
that fundamentally, the marketing and purchasing movements

may be pointing in opposite directions. It is the func-
tion of the marketing cooperative to secure as much as
possible for the producer's product while the supply Co-
operative is trying to furnish the needs of the consumer

and producer at as low a net cost as possible. This con-
flict of interests does not appear in the bulk of these
21 marketing associations included in the study. The only

cases where the problem appears at all are the grain as-
sociations manufacturing feed and the fruit and vegetable
units sellink., canned Loads throuh their stores. Where

the marketing association restricts itself to supplies
used directly in the production of the product marketed

this conflict of interests does not appear and it is to
this end that most Oregon marketing cooperatives with
supply departments are aiming.

A few marketing organizations have added unrelated
lines to their supply departments, and in so doing they
have made profitable operation for supply cooperatives

the same territory very difficult. Several cooperative
leaders expressed the view that a marketing organization
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should not add an unrelated line of supplies when such
action jeopardizes the existence of another cooperative
handling a full line of supplies. Marketing and purchas-

ing cooperatives have much in common and should cooperate

for their mutual benefit. &elversl marketing associations

are themselves patronizing the supply organizations and

are working with the supply group in the matter of credit
arrangements for supply purchases b7 their membership



Accounting and Internal Control

The value of an efficient accounting system has been

overlooked or underestimated by many cooperative organi-

zations. This tendency to minimize the importance of

accounts and records has been a leading factor among the

causes contributing to the failure of a number of associ-

ations. The majority of managers and directors are now

recognizing the advantage of adequate records and num-

ber of units have installed very efficient systems. While

value of a plan adapted to the cooperative unit is
realized and such a plan is desired by most groups, the

cost of installation by public accounting firms has been
regarded as prohibitive by the smaller units. There are

very few books available on he subject of cooperative

accounting and the majority of associations have been
forced to develop their own systems, each adopting its

own plan in light of its needs. Certain of these self-
developed systems are very effective and are worthy of
being passed on to other units doing a similar business.
An effort is being made by one regional cooperative to

maintain uniform accounts in all affiliated units and
ith this uniform system a central auditing service is

provided the members. The following discussion of co.

operative accounting is based upon observations of the



plans now in use he various Oregon cooperatives. Due

credit must be given the managers, accountants, and office

employees who have been instrumental in the introduction
of these methods.

ADVANTAGES 01 A C.0MPLETE ACCOUNTING SYSTEM. A well

adapted accounting plan involving the use of standard
double entry bookkeeping consisting of the journals, gon-
na ledger and such subsidiary ledgers and other records

necessary, provides a number of advantages to

erative organization0 Among the more important

advantages are;

The manager and directors may base their operating
policies upon the information to be gained from stud

inancial records of the organization*
2 The buying and selling plans of the manager are
accurately formulated when adequate operating state-
are available.

3. It enables the directors and membership to judge
accurately the efficiency of the management and the
iirs position of the business unit at any given time.
4 Where essentially similar systems are being used,

aluable comparisons as between associations may be made

for the purpose of determining relative efficiency of oper-
ations and policies.

5. Adequate accounts are necessary if an association
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is to secure and retain its exemption from the payment

of federal and state income taxes.
6. Annual reports prepared for various governmental

and credit agencies are more easily compiled.

7 Efficient accounting provides a source of valuiu

training and insi t of business operation to those
are performing the work.

OFFICE 17LWIF ONT AND NETHODS. The office equipment

an association should include an adding machine, a type-

writer, proper filing devices and, in most supply cooper-
atives, a cash register and sales ticket register. This

equipment should be provided in order that the bookkeeping

and office work may be handled with speed and accuracy.

is very important that a good safe be available for
fekeeping of all association records. The preservation

of all records is especially necessary in the ease of a

cooperative organization because the member equities in

he reserves are based upon patronage, and this patronage

record must be available at all times.
The Oregon Cooperative Association
amended in 1937, provide that, "any association
established under this act shall once each year,
upon request of any lumber, render a statement
to that member, showing or reprcsenting the pro"
portionate interest of that momber as ouch, in
the assets or capital of that association, or
in any particular reserve fund or any other spe-
cific portion of such assets or capital." (Chap.
VIII, Sec. 25-611)
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For this reason it is imperative that the association safe-
guard all records and that these records be complete.

The computation of dividends is a detailed task and is
a long, tedious job without an adding machine. Filing de-
vices are very desirable in order that correspondence and
Invoices may be easily available for future reference. The

filing system need not be elaborate or costly, but should
include a metal filiree cabinet equipped with alphabetical
index and filing folders for each class of material to be
filed. The use of a sales register on which all sales are
recorded in duplicate or triplicate is a material improve-
ment over the duplicatine7 sales books, and such a register
could be used to advantage by a number of associations.
The sales register tickets are not so easily lost or mis-
placed and are usually more convenient for filing purposes*
Where a considerable amount of cash business is transacted,

the association should own and use a cash register because
it provides a more effective means of controlling receipts
and disbursements. The majority of the organizations
included in this study meet the minimum requirements for

office equipment, but there are a number of units without
tiling cabinets and fireproof safes.

HANDLING THE CASH. From the standpoint of accounting

procedure ana ease of auditing the association records,



all cash receipts should be deposited intact at regular.
intervals and the proper entries made daily in the cash

Journal. All disbursements should be made by check in

order that the cancelled checks may be used as a perms-.

pent record of expenditures and receipts therefor

To eliminate the need for issuing checks to cover

small items of expense, most associations have set up a

patty cash fund of from 25.40.0 to 00,00 When the petty

Oast fund is established, an initial check is drawn In

the amount of the fund and Is made payable to and charged

to "Petty Cash" in the journal. Hereafter, this item will

be carried as an asset in the general ledger and is always

carried to the trial balance intact. Payments from this

cash fund are always to be covered by a receipt showing

the payee, the amount, and the purpose of the disbursement,

Every month, or more often if necessary, a check is drawn

to the order of Petty Cash to cover the expenditures from

the fund, This check is cashed and the money placed in

the fund, and the petty cash is restored to the original
amount each time this action is taken, When the petty

Cash check is entered In the journal, it is charged out

to the expense accounts to which the petty cash receipts

are related. The advantage of the petty cash fund is

hat it allows for minor payments covering office supplies,



journal entries may be combined into one book of origina
entry. The usual method is to use standard columnar

- forms in a sectional post binder, and to head up the
' columns in auch a manner that there is a place for both

debit and credit sides of every transaction. Each page'

may be cross footed and checked for balance prior to carry.
the totals forward to the next page. The column to.

tale are posted to the general ledger at the close of each
month in most cases, although some associations prefer to
post to the general ledger daily or weekly. This posting
to the general ledger is' not to be confused with entries
IA the accounts receivable or customer's leder. In this
latter subsidiary ledc:er, postilv to the individual
accounts of patrons is a daily routine and such entries
are usually made from sales tickets or receipts for pay-
ments on account.

The headings of the jOUPl will usually include the
following debits:

postage, express, contributions and other small items with
out drawing a check to cover each disbursement while at
the same time the replenishing of the petty cash by check
complies with the general rule t t ell payments be by
cheek.

THE JOURNAL CASH, SALES, ANT:' PnGHASES, It most
. cooperative purchasing associations of average size, all.
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14 Purchases. Where the organization several

departments, this heading will include several columns
such as feed, gasoline, hardware etc. The headings ar

made to suit the particular type of business involved*
2* Accounts Receivable. in this column are listed

the charges to the accounts of patrons. Usually the

total charges for one day are listed in a single Item and
the Individual charges are posted to the accounts receiv..
able ledger from the sales tickets.

Expenses* A nu'aiber of associations are U3Ifl

a fly leaf" in their journal in order that the Expenses

item may be broken down into its component parts. there
the single column is used, each entry must be initialed
in order that ,Jogregation of the total may be simplified
At the close of the accountin,z period. It appears that
the fly leaf should be installed where the association
has any material volume individual expense Items to
put through the journal. Al? payments or obligations

incurred in connection with the operation of the business
Other than merchandise purhas and capital investment,
are chared out throuiLh the expense headings*

Cash. All cash receipts fiom whatever sou
are entered in this column.

Bank Deposits* The amount of each bank deposit
is entered in his column on the day of deposit.



6, General Ledger. Any debit entries for which no

te- headin is provided are placed in the general

column. 'Each entry is to be initialed or other-
identified with the account to which it is

nd each item is ordinarily posted individually to the

unt involved; although some associations post only

once month a group the general ledger items according

to accounts involved. This column is not to be used where

there are a number of frequently recurring transactions

involving one account. In such cases a separate heading
should be established for the account in oXeV thu,

posting may be simplified.

7 Accounts Payable. All payments to creditors or

allowances to the association on trade accounts are entered

in this column. These items are then posted individually

to the accounts payable ledger and the total carried to

the general ledger.
The credit side of the combined journal should n*

these headings in the average case:

Cheeks issued. The amounts of all disbursements

check are entered here, and in connection with
heading, a smaller column Should be provided in which

the check number may be recorded. This column combined

with the Bank Deposits listing is used in preparing the



monthly reconciliation of the bank account.

2 Accounts Receivable. All payments on account

and any other credits to patron accounts are listed. In

this category. It is customary to grOup the credits

one day in a single entry covering the lot. As in the

case of charges to customer accounts, posting to the sub-

sidiary accounts receivable ledger is from individual

tickets or receipts.

3 Sales. This heading is broken into depnrtments

to correspond with the divisions of "Purchases" on the

debit side. This departmentalization is of importance

in dividend determination and in aiding the management

to determine the relative operating efficiency in the

handling of the various classes of merchandise.

4.leneral Ledger. This column on the credit side

servos the same purpose as the "General Ledge column

on the debit side, and must be provided to care for mis-

cellaneous entries for which no senarete headin is pro-

vided.

5. Accounts Payable. This column is provided where

association purchases on a credit basis and the entries

under this headinv eonsist or the individual purchases,

indicated in the invoices received from the creditor

rMs It is convenient to provide a apace for listin3
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the invoice numbers when the purch es are entered -n the
ournal«

In addition to the hea'ilvs mentioned nbove the
journal always provides the customary date, explanation,

and folio columns. These columns are often conveniently

located between the debit and credit sIdes of the journal.

While this type journal will serve the needs of the
average purchase association, it cannot be expected to
suffice in the lar6er organizations where the hooks must
often provide for the recordine of mark6tIri- transactions
in addition to the supply business, These larger and more

.diversified units have usually found it necessery to set
up several journals and these pecialized journals may

include a cash jeurnal and check register, a general jour-
nal, an accounts payable journal or Invoice re.1ster, and
a sales journal.

A number of associations have developed a daily "recap"

form widen serves summarize the transactiens for each

day, and this summary is then used to check the balance

of the cash and to serve as the basis of entries into the

journal. This daily 8w:teary lists the sales by depart..

merit and accordia6 to cash and credit classifications,

and soialetimes lists the quantity of goods sold In order

hat the book inventory may be kept in operation. .A



Simple recap form will serve to prevent many errors

journal entries and the organizations makinr use of this
plan are well satisfied with its operation.

GENERAL LEDGER. The ordinary general ledger is a
standard loose leaf form to be used in a sectional post
binder and this ledger form is of the three column type
With debit, credit, and balance headings. The various

divisions of the accounts, such as assets, liabilities,
capital, etc., are separated by dividers and each group
of accounts should have its own series of numbers in order
that posting may be facilitated The account headings

now in use among the various associations vary in name
and number but, in eneral, an essentially similar basic
pattern is noted and this similarity allows for some com-
parison among units. No single classification of accounts
can be formulated to fit the needs of all cooperatives
handling different classes of supplies and operating under
varying conditions, but the followin8 classification may
serve as a guide to certain associations desiring to fol..
low a standardized plan of namin and numbering accounts.

Account numbers fulfill a useful purpose in that they
serve tta identification in making

poeting to the ledger.
ournal entries and



4 COUNT SIi ICA1.lON 1,70R A PURCHASIG c OPLhATIVE

10 Current Assets
111 Cis_ on Ha__
112 Cash in Bank

2 Accounts Receivable
13 Notes Receivable
14 Merchandise Inventory

2. Fixed Assets
21 Land
22 Buildings
23 Machinery and Equipment
24 Trucks
25 Office Equipment

3* _Other Assets
31 SuPP--es -nventory
32 Prepaid Expenses
38 Investments
34 Stock Subscriptions

4* Current Liabilities
41 ATUIREWWFVEF-------
42 Notes Payable
43 Accrued Expenses

451 Accrued Interest
432 Accrued Salaries and Wages
433 Accrued Taxes

5* Non-current Liabilities
51 Mo gslige aye a or rig ermNotes)
52 Certificates of Indebtedness

6* Net Worth and Reserves
63. Cap a S oc or am ere p Certificates) issued
62 Capital Stock (or Membership Certificates) Subscribed
63 Working Capital Reserve evidenced by Credits to

Individual Patrons
64 Undivided Earnings
65 Valuation Reserves

651 Reserve for Depreciation of Buildings
652 Reserve for Depreciation of Machinery and

Equipment
653 Reserve for Depreciation of Trucks
654 Reserve for Depreciation of Office Equipment
656 Reserve for Bad Debts

Operating suppliesonly)

Receivable



71 Purchased
72 Purchased
75 Purchased
74 Purchased

Purchases

a.
61 Sa
82 Sales
83 Sales o
84 Sales of

9. Expenses
911 Sa ar as a Wages
912 Commissions
913 Delivery Expense
914 Miscellaneous Expense
915 Light, Rest, Water and Power
916 Communications
917 Office Supplies
918 Interest
919 Taxes
920 Insurance
921 Plant Maintenance
922 Rent

23 Advertising and Donations
924 Auditing and Legal Fees
925 Bad rebts
926 Depreciation
927 Directors Fees and Expenses
928 Travel Expense

19,4_ Other Income
1011 Interes ea. v
1012 Discounts Received
1013 Dividends Received
1014 Miscellaneous Income
1021 Discounts Allowed

This system of general ledger accounts
only as a guide and may be rearranged or revised to fit

needs of any particular cooperative.
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presented
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SUBSIDIARY LEDGERS. The three principal auxiliary
edger records which should be maintained by a cooperative
ssociation are:

1. Accounts Receivable Ledger
Accounts Payable Ledger

3. Reserve Equities Ledger

These subsidiary ledgers serve as a listing of the ind
vidual items which go to make up the balances of the
related control accounts in the general ledger. For ex-
ample, the accounts receivable ledger provides the amounts

of the individual patron accounts, and the total of these
individual items is equal to the balance of the "Accounts
Receivable" account in the general ledger. This same

principle holds in the cases of the accounts payable and
reserve equities ledgers.

The accounts receivable ledger is an absolute
(malty in any association doing a credit business.

This type of record is doubly valuable to a cooperative
organization because it can be made to serve as a complete
record of all purchases by a patron* and several units are
using this record in the dual capacity by carrying all
sales whether cash or credit, through the receivables
edger. Where the cash sales are routed through the

counts receivable ledger, a corresponding credit entry
made to offset the charge. The lodger sheet serving

both of the above purposes is a loose leaf form with the



usual debit, credit, and balance columns to provide the
balance due the association at any given time. In ad...

dition to these three headings, the torn has columns in
which the purchases may be entered according to depart

merit or type of product. Thus, the single ledger serves
as a record of a patron's total purchases as well as a
statement of the patron's account. The record of pur-

chases is of great value in the determination of
donde and in presenting evidence of the percentage of

business conducted with non-members* The posting to this
ledger is from sales or credit tickets and the total
balances of the individual accounts must always equal the
balance of the control account in the general ledger.

The accounts payable ledger, or creditors ledger,

a record of the transactions with the individual firms
from which the association purchases goods or servicee,
This ledger is ordinarily made up of the conventional
three column ledger sheets which are kept in a binder
imilar to that used for the accounts receivable. ,any

associations use parts of the name binder for accounts
receivable and accounts payable, each division 'raving its
own alphabetical index. The posting to this ledger is
ram invoices and credit memos of the creditor firms and

the payments listed in the debit "Accounts Payable

93



of the journal
Only 8 associations of the 59 reporting on the

question are making regular use of an accurate reserve
equities ledger. Until recently, little attention was
given the maintenance of such a record, but under present
cooperative laws and tax exemption regulations, this type
of record has assumed real importance. The Oregon Co-

operative Association Laws provide that any member may

ask for an annual statement of his equity in the net
worth of the association. In addition to this provision,
the State Tax Commission insists upon these specific
credits to any non.members who may transact business with

the cooperative as a condition precedent to exemption from
the corporation excise tax. An accurate record of indi-
vidual equities in the reserves of the association is of
inestimable value in case of dissolution or reorganization.
Associations which have operated over a period of years

may have difficulty in establishing individual equities
in their present reserves, but once this has been accom-
plished, it is a comparatively simple task to set up those
equities each year thereafter. This record may be a regu-
lar sectional post binder with alphabetical index and the
conventional three column ledger eheets. The entries to
ach account are based upon each patron's contribution

to the total patronage and are ordinarily prorated in the



Petroleum Feed Unclassified

same 'sinner as any dividends which may be declared. Thus,

if the association declares 80 per cent of its earnings
As dividends, each member's equity in the "hold-back" will
be 25 per cent of the amount of his dividend.

AUDITING AND SUPERVISION, Over 50 per cent of the
60 associations reporting in Table 29 are having their
books audited by public accounting firms. This super-
vision ranges from an annual review requiring two or three
days to complete charge of all association records through-
out the year. Several cooperatives keep only sales re.
cords, accounts receivable ledger, and notation records

Table 29. Auditing of Accounts in 60 Oregon Cooperative*
Handling Farm Supplies, by Type of Association, 1938

14

11

1
1

10
4

14

10
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of receipts and disbursements at the association office;
all entries in the journal and ledgers, except accounts
receivable, being made bj the accounting firm in its
office. In these cases the monthly statements and annual
reports are issued by the accounting firm as a part of

Auditing Agency All

Public Accountin
Qualified Accountant.
Regional Cooperative *
Directors or Members
None

Associations Reporting

31
10
15
3

60
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its function as association accountant. This method is

attractive to those associations who cannot hire regular
and competent office help capable of keeping the accounts
and preparing financial statements. Ten units report
auditing by a qualified accountant, usually some account.
ant employed locally and who does some outside work on a

part.time basis. Regional cooperatives are supplying

auditing service to lb associations and here the range
of supervision runs from direct control of the associ-
ation ledger, from which monthly statements are prep*

to an occasional cheek-up at the request of the local
unit, usually once or twice a year. Only 4 i;roups do not

have any outside person or agency to check upon and verify
the accuracy of the association account*: The fact that
the books are audited does not mean that the accounting

systems are all efficient and well-adapted. In fact,
number of associations have failed to carry out recommended

/lenges in their systems and have continued from year to
year using the same inadequate procedure. r4ost cooper-

atives are recognizing the value of some outside super.
vision and auditing, and more efficient accounting
systems are being rapidly adopted as new methods are de-

veloped to fit the peculiar needs of the cooperatives.
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STATE AND FEDERAL TAX EXITPTION viOR COOPERATIVES.

All cooperatives are interested in securing and retaining

their exemptions from the state corporation excise tax

the federal corporation income tax, Of 59 assoei-

ations reporting in Table 50, 48 organizations have Bo-

red exemption from both levies and 5 other groups are

xempt from one or the other of the taxes. Only 6 as-

sociations are filing returns under both the federal and

Table 30. 'Federal Income Tax and State Excise Tax Status
of 59 Omgon Cooperatives Handling Farm Supplies. by
Type of Association, 3.958

12 11

l 14

Feed Unclassi-
fied

corporation income taxes. After obtaining its ex-

emption an association should not consider the matter closed

because this exemption may be cancelled thxouh the v o-

lation of any of the provisions under which it was origi-

nally granted. For this reason, the more important points

determining exemption under each tax are of interest to
the management of any supply cooperative eeekin

exempt status.

the taxi.

Status Al]. Petro-
leum

Exempt State and Federal..... 46 25
Exempt Federal and net State... 4 3
Exempt state and not iederal,.. 1 1
Pay both State and Federal..... 6 5

Associations Reporting. * * 59 52
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The following principles are fundamental in the de-
termination of exemption from the filing of the federal
erporation income tax returns:

1 The association must be organised and operated
on a cooperative basis. That is, a supply cooperative
must have as its purpose the distribution of supplies at
cost plus necessary expenses.

2, 16embers and non...member patrons must benefit from

e operation of the association in exactly the same
manner and upon the same basis, whether the entire savings

of the association are returned as patronage dividends or
a reasonable amount retained for necessary reserves*

3* Dividends on capital stock must not exceed 8 per
cent per annum. This rate is also prescribed by the
Oregon Cooperative Association Laws, and any cooperative

operating in conformity with the provisions of this code
is automatically eligible in this respect.

4* Y/le value of supplies purchased for non-members

hall not exceed in \;alue the purchases for members, a
purchases for nonomembers who are not agricultural pro-

ducers :nu t not exceed 15 per cent of the value of all
purchases.

5*"Substantially all' of the voting capital stock
must be owned by producers who patronize the association*
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The above provisions are the most important points
considered in the determination of federal income tax
status and are more fully explained in a bulletin issued
July 9. 1931 by the Treasury Department in elaboration
of the Revenue Act of 1928. A reprint of this bulletin
s presented as Appendix A of this report.3 Exemption

ram the corporstion income tax serves as the foundation
for determining the status of a cooperative in regard to
the capital stock, excess profits, and stamp taxes im-
posed by the federal ipvernment.

The State Tax Commission of Oregon h established
rtain principles for use in determining the .status of

a Cooperative as recerds the state corporation s:scise tax.
Supply cooperstives are now mentioned specifically in the

'section of the present law hich relates to the exemption
of cooperatives. To be eligible for this exemption
cooperative must meet these qualifications:

1 It rust esteblish that for its awn aceeunt it
has no net income, In other words, all *amines must be

The Internal Revenue Service reports this bulletin
the most recent Treasury Department statement pro.
viding comprehensive treatment of the conditions
governing exemption of Bazemore' Cooperative Associ-
ations.

1/ Specific treatment of sup 1. cooperatives was added to
the law dealing with corporation exemption by the 1939



Legislature of the State of Oregon.
Session Laws, 991.

See 1939
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apportioned to the patrons in proportion to individu*

patronage.
Non-members must receive exactly the same tree tor

ment as members in the declaration of dividends.,

The association must maintain written records

of the individual equities in any surplus accunulated for

working capital purposes. This provision may be met through

the 440 of the reserve equities ledger which facilitates

the issuing of an annual "certificate of interest" by the

cooperative.
The charter, articles of incorporation, or by

laws or the association must provide for equal partici-

pation of members and non-members in all savings, whether

in the form of dividends or workine capital PG erves, and

such participation must be based upon patronage. .rus,

the membership cannot benefit at the expense of the non.

member at any time or in any form.
Associations now exempt from e ther or both tax

statutes should review their current operations from time

to time in light of the technical exemption requirements,

and make any necessary alterations in procedure before
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being subjected to investigation by federal or state agents.
Several exemptions have been revoked during the past year

and the operations of certain other cooperatives are now

being scrutinized. These investigations have devoted par-

ticular attention to the treatment of non-members in the

declaration or dividends and the building of working capital

reserves.
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TREASURY DEPARTMENT

Office of Comissioner of Internal Revenue
Washington, D. C.

IT.Nimeograph 9, 1951
COLL. Noe 5:6
R. A. Noi 692

Exemption of Fe.
Marketing and

and Other C
sing Associa
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COLLECTOhS 01.- INTERNAL REVENUE,
INTERNAL REVENUE AGENTS IN CHARGE

AND MILERS CONCERNED:

Under section 105 12) of the Revenue Act of 1928

and section 231 (12) of the Revenue Act of 1926, and corre

sponding sections of prior revenue acts, cooperative ae.
sociations engaged in the marketing of farm products for
farmers, fruit.growers live-stock growers, dairymen, etc.,
and turning back to the producers the proceeds of the sales
of their products, less the necessary operating expenses,
on the basis of the products furnished by them, are exempt

from income tax and are not required to file returns.
The practice of the Treasury Department, under the

revenue acts prior to the Revenue Act of 1926 has been at

all times to extend the benefits of exemption from tax.
ation to associations which operate for the benefit of
their producer patrons, and to deny exemption in the cases
of associations which operate so that their profits inure



to the benefit of investors or others than the producer
Patrons equitably entitled to the profits, lq)r example,
these statutes have been construed in the cases of co
operative associations otherwise meeting the requirement*
of exemption, to includet

( ) Cooperative asaociations which buy and sell
and take title to, farm products in their own names and
which strictly do not act as agents;

Cooperative associations which deal with all
utters (whether or not they technically qualify as
re) on a cooperative basis, the term "members" used

in the exemption sections being construed to include all
producer patrons In whose behalf the associations are
operated;

Cooperative associations which in connection
with their marketing functions, manufacture products and
change the form of the raw materials furnished by the pro
ducers such as cooperative creameries and fruit growers
cooperative cannery organisations; and

Cooperative associations which issue capital
stock provided the dividend rate is limited so as not to
ermit more than a fair return on the capital invested,
nd the ownership of any stook carrying the right to par-
cipate in the surplus of the association is restricted
far as possible to producer patrons.
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The construction riven by the Department to the perti.
nent provisions of the several revenue acts prior to the
Revenue Act of 1926 was in substance approved b Congress

and enacted into law as section 251 (12) of the latter Act.
Speaking with respect to this section of the Revenue Act
of 19260 the Senate Committee on Finance said:

"Section 231 12): The existing law, strictly
construed, allow, exemption only to those

farmers',fruit-growers,or like associations which act as
sales or purchasing scents for producer members and
which return to such members the entire proceeds of
their operations, except necessary sales or purchas.
ing exPenses. Howew..r, in order that any such as-
sociation, not operated for profit, and which is a
true cooperative association, shall Get the benefit
of this exemption, the Treesury Department In its
regulations has construed the existing law with great
liberality eniargiag the term "member" to mean any
producer whether or not a member, if treated by such
an association on the same basis as a member; ex-
empting such an association not acting as an agent
but takina title to products or supplies; allowing
such associations to have outstanding capital stock
and to pay dividends on such stock (subject to cer-
tain limitations); permitting such associations to
build up reserves for State requirements or other
necessary purposes; and allowing such associations
to manufacture their products to change the form of
raw materials, and in some cases to operate subsidi-
aries, so long as the operations are not conducted
on an ordinary profitlimaking basis,

"The committee amendiLent does not broaden the ecop
or nor even include all the provisions of the Treasury
regulations but only incorporates certain provisions
adopted by the department as fundamental in allowing
exemptions to cooperative marketing and purchasing
essociations* The amendment will assure associations,
now exempt, that the liberal construction, by the
department, of existing law Is sanctioned by Congress
and if enacted will prevent a valid, but perhaps
sudden or drastic, restriction upon exemptions, such
as is now possible under existing law. It will also
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permit a considerable number of cooperative agri-
cultural associations, organized under general
corporation laws, with capital stock, and not now
exempt, to attempt to obtain exemption by changing
their organization and operations to meet the re-
quirements of permanent law rather than mere y of
impermanent regulations."

Section 103 (12) of the Revenue Act of 1926 follows

verbatim section 251 12) of the Revenue Act of 1926 and

provides es follows,:
"The following organizattoru shall

taxation under tnia
"(12) iermerst,fruit-growers', or like associa

organized and operated on a cooperative basis (a)
for the purpose of marketint, the products of member
or other producers, and turning back to them the
proceeds of alea less the necessary warketing ex
penises on the basis of either the quantity or the
value of the products furnished by them, or (b) for
the purpose of purchasing supplies and equipment
for the use of members or other persons, and turning
over such supplies and equipment to them at actual
cost, plus necessary expenses. Exemption shall not
be denied any such association because it has capi-
tal stock, if the dividend rate of sucia stock is
fixed at not to exceed the legal rate of interest
in the State of incorporation or 8 per centum per
annum, whichever is greater, on the value of the
consideration for which the stock was issued, and
If substantially all such stock (other than non..
voting preferred stock, the owners of which are not
entitled or permitted to participate, directly or
indirectly, in the profits of the association, upon
dissolution or otherwise, beyond the fixed dividends)
is ownod by producers who market their products or
purchase their supplies and equipment through the
association; nor shall exemption be denied any such
association because there is accumulated and 'min
tatned by it a reserve required by State law or a,
reasonable reserve for any necessary purpose. Such
an association may market the products of nonmembers
in an amount the value of wfilch does not exceed the
value of the products rketed for members, and may
purchase supplies and equl ent for nonmember*In an

one
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amount the value of which does not exceed the value
. of the supplies and equipment purchased for members,

provided the value of the purchases made for person*
who are neither members nor producers does not ex-
ceed 15 per centum of the value of all its purchases."

It will be observed that this section exempts farmers'
and other cooperative marketing associations organized and

operated "for the purpose of marketine the products of

members or other ere eiders and tu n no beck to them the

proceeds of sales, less he necessary marketing expenses

on the basis of either the quantity or the value of the

products furnished by them, * " Underscortne supplied).

The clear intent of this erovisioe of the statute is that
noneamber patrons, if dealt with at eli, will be treated

the same as members in co far as the distribution of patron-
age dividends is concerned. In other words, if products
are marketed for nonmember producers the proceeds of the

sales, less necessary operatine expenses, must be -eeturned
to the patrons from the sale of whose :oode auoh proceeds

result, whether o not such ptrone are membees of the as-

eociationie Therefo?e, a cooperative marketine association
mse net, without losing its exempt status, make a profit
on the business transected with nonmember patrons and divert'

the proceeds of such business from the petrons entitled

theecto. however, where a cooperative marketine associ-
ation has otherwise complied with the provisions of the
statute respected exemption, but defers the payment of



patronage dividends nonmembers, exemption will not be

denied---
1 Where the by-laws of the association provide that

patronage dividends, by whatever name known, are payable

to the members and nonmembers alike, and a general reserve

is set up for the payment of patronage dividends to non-

members.

2* Where the by-laws provide for the payment o

patronage dividends to members but are silent as he

payment of patronage dividends to nonmeMbers, but a

specific credit to the individual account of each non-

member is set up on the books of the association*

3 Where the by-laws are silent as to the payment

of patronage dividends to either members and / or non-

members, but the evidence submitted shows that it has been

the consistent practice of the association to make payment

in cash or its equivalent of patronage dividends to mem-

bers and nonmembers alike within a reasonable period after

the expiration of the particular year involved.

4. Where, under the circumstances stated in 1 2

m4 ao above, patronage dividends are not payable until

he nonmember becomes a member of the association either

through the payment of the required amount in cash or the

accumulation of dividends in an amount equal to the purchase
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price of a share of stock or membership.
Under the regulations of the Department prior to their

nt by T. D. 3511, (C. B. 1li.2, 201) promulgated
under the Revenue Act of 1921 and Treasury Decisions 3858

B. 111-2, 242) and 5709 (C. B. IV-1 51) promulgated
under the Revenue Act of 1924, a farmers, cooperative as
sociation was denied exemption if any of the stock of the

association was held by nonproducers. By express provision

of the Revenue Acts of 1926 and 1928 (and by the Depart-

mental construction of prior revenue acts) f5p51
operative marketing associations are exempt only if b-

atantially all" of the capital stock "(other than non-
voting preferred stock, the owners of which are not entitled
or permitted to participate, directly or indirectly, in

the profits of the association, upon dissolution or other-
wise, beyond the fixed dividends) is owned by producers

who market their products * through the association;
*

If an association is permitted to have nonproducers
a stockholders and accumulate a surplus at the same ti

the principle that a producer shall have returned to him -

the proceeds of the sale of his products less only necessary
operating expenses is violated. his follows as a result

the established principle of law that the surplus of a
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stock corporation inures to the benefit of its stockholders.
In recognition of this principle of law, the statutes of
a number of states provide that cooperative associations
must be organized without capital stock. In this connection,
reference is made to the Civil Code of California (1929)
Title XXII, on-Profit Cooperative Corporation; Acts and

Resolves of Mass. (1923), Chap. 438; and Pennsylvania

Statutes (1920)0 Soc. 1550 Incorporation of Cooperative
Agricultural Associations. Therefore, where associations

are permitted by law to organize with capital stock, it
a essential to exemption that the ownership of capital

stook which carries the riot to participate in the sur-
plus and reserves of the association be restricted, as
far as possible, to actual producers.

It is impracticable to attempt to define the term
substantially all" as used in the statutes under dis-

cussion for the reason that what constitutes substantially
all of the capital stock of a cooperative marketing as
sociation is a question of facto which must be decided

the light of the circumstances surrounding each par-
cular case. Any ownership of stock by other than actual

producers must be explained by the association. The as-

sociation will be required to show that the ownership of
its capital stock has been restricted as far as possible
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to actual producers who market their products throu

association. However, if by statutory requirement the
officers of an association must be shareholders, the owner-
ship of a share of stock by a nonproducer to qualify him
s an officer will not destroy the association's exemption;

or if a shareholder for any reason ceases to be a producer
and the association is unable, because of a constitutional
nhibition or other reason beyond the control of the as-

sociation, to purchase or retire the stock of such non-
producer, the fact that under such circumstances a small
amount of the outstanding capital stock is owned by share.
holders who are no longer producers will not destroy the

exemption. On the other hand, where a substantial part
of the stock was voluntarily sold to nonproducers, ex-
emption must under the statute, be denied as long as such

ock is so held.
The statute recognizes that in order to operate a

farmers/ marketing association additional capital is
frequently required. however, if it is necessary for such
associations to be financed by investors, that situation
must be taken care of by the issuance of preferred stock
or bonds or other evidence of indebtedness for the purpos
of providing necessary working capital, or acquiring
property which is required for the conduct of the associ-
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ation's business. The holders of such securities may net
be entitled or permitted to participate directly or in-

directly in the profits of the association upon dissolu-
tion or otherwise beyond the regular fixed dividends or
interest payments and voting control of the association

must be retained by shareholders who are actual producers*
It is recognized in the law that cooperative associ-

ations have a need for accumulating and maintaining reserves

for certain purposes, namely, "a reserve required by State

law or a reasonable reserve for any necessary purpose."

A reserve of the first class requires little discussion
except to state that it must be a reserve required by a
state law a reserve permitted but not required does not

meet this test of exemption. The necessity for the ex-

istence of any reserve or reserves, other than those re-
serves required by a state law, must be shown* The phrase,

reasonable reserve for any necessary purpose" has been

construed to include reserves accumulated or maintained

to meet capital expenditures of such associations* Where

such an association has investments in buildin6s machinery,

and other property which, due to depreciation through use

in the operations of the association, eventually reach a

point where their usefulness is exhausted, such deprecia*
tion in a given year is properly chargeable against the
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patrons of the association as a part of the "necessary

marketing expenses" of that year, and a reserve for the

replacement of such property set up ratably over the period

of the useful life of the property will be recognized as

a necessary purpose within the meaning of the statute and

the Departmental regulations.

Under the revenue acts prior to the Revenue Act of

1926, the extent of the business done by a farmers' ao.

operative marketing association with nonmenbers is

material, provided nonmembers are dealt with on the same

basis as members, in so far as the payment of patronage,

dividends is concerned. Rowever under the Revenue Acts

of 1926 and 1928, farmers, cooperative marketing associ-

ations may market the products of nonmembers only in an

amount the value of which does not exceed the value of the

products marketed for members,

Membership in a cooperative association is, generally

Speaking, acquired in the same manner as membership in any
Other stock corporation--through the ownership of one or

more shares of stock. Rowever, as heretofore stated, the

statutes of a number of states provide that farmers' co-

operative associations must be organized without capital

stock. Therefore, as the exemption statute is silent as

to the qualifications of members in farmers' cooperative

marketing associationa it follows that anyone who shares
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in the profits of such an association, and is entitled

to participate in he management of the association, must

be regarded as a member within the meaning of that statute,

In order to be exempt under the Revenue Act of 1921,

and subsequent revenue acts, cooperative associations,

engaged in the purchasing of supplies and equipment for

farmers, fruit-growers, livestock-growers, dairymen, etc.,

and turninL: over such supplies and equipment to them at

tual cost, plus the necessary operating expenses, muct
meet the forgoing conditions* An association which pur-

chases supplies and equipment for non-members will not

for such reason be denied exemption provided the value

of he purchases for nonmembers does not exceed the value

of the supplies and equipment purchased for members, and

provided the value of the purchases made for nonmembers

who are not producers does not exceed 15 per cent of the

value of all its purchases.

An association engaged both in marketing farm products

and in purchasing supplies and equipment is exempt if, as

to each of its functions, it meets the requirements set

forth herein.

Associations claiming exemption as a farmers co+

operative marketing and / or purchasilv association shall

submit the information required by Questionnaire, form 1028
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(copies of which may be obtained from any collector)

together with a copy of the articles of incorporation and
the constitution and by-laws of the ass c ation. The

latest financial statement shall also be submitted, showing
the assets, liabilities, receipts, and dinbursemen s of
the association. When such an association has established
its right to exemption it need not thereafter make a re-
turn of income, or any further showing with respect to
its status under the law, unless it changes the character
of its organization or operations or the purpose for which
it was originally created.

Correspondence and inquiries regarding this mimeo-

graph should refer to the number and symbols IT::

1R. F. Tares,
Acting Commissioner.




